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Midway (1976) / Midway (2019) 

 

idway Atoll occupies two-and-a-half square miles in the Pacific, about one third 

of the way from Oahu to Japan. The battle fought there and over surrounding 

seas from June 4-7, 1942, was the most crucial naval battle in U.S. history: six 

months after Pearl Harbor, American naval planes destroyed some 250 enemy aircraft and sank 

four of the six aircraft carriers of the more powerful Japanese fleet. One U.S. carrier was sunk. Had 

the Japanese prevailed, depleted U.S. forces in the Pacific could not have stemmed a further 

enemy advance. Indeed, Japanese strategists had been preparing explicitly for an invasion and 

occupation of Midway and Hawaii and for probable sea and air attacks on the U.S. West Coast. 

Defeat at Midway would have resulted in Japanese domination of the Pacific and very likely would 

have compelled the United States to sue for peace. But in spite of many obsolete aircraft and 

unreliable torpedoes, the victory went narrowly to the U.S. for textbook reasons: better 

intelligence, smart decisions, generally adequate equipment, and the training, determination, and 

morale of their personnel. 

When naval intelligence officer Joseph Bryan, III, wrote after the war of the U.S. victory, he 

had to observe that Midway “narrowly missed being a defeat”: 

 

If a certain Japanese scout had taken a longer look; if a young American 

cryptanalyst had been less acute; if a dive-bomber pilot from the Enterprise had 

guessed wrong; if the signal for an emergency turn had reached Captain Soji 
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promptly—if any one of such seemingly trivial components had been different [the 

Japanese might have emerged victorious]. 1  

 

By sheer chance, director John Ford was present at the Naval Air Station Midway when the 

Japanese navy launched its carrier-borne air attack on the atoll. Ford and two cameramen caught 

dramatic color film of the raid, which he edited down (with added footage) into a patriotic 

documentary narrated by Donald Crisp, Jane Darwell, and Henry Fonda.2 The Oscar-winning, 

sentimental Battle of Midway (1942) was an eye-opener, but it was just eighteen minutes long and 

explained little about the battle. Thirty-four years later, in the Bicentennial Year of 1976, 

Hollywood released its first fictionalized interpretation of the battle, Midway, directed by Jack 

(Airport ’75) Smight—a former Pacific War flier—and promoted, despite a modest budget, as the 

next blockbuster combat docudrama in the style of the original, The Longest Day (1962). 

But a journeyman director, big stars, and a rumbling Sensurround system to rattle seats 

and eardrums when things were revving up or exploding on screen, could not keep Midway ’76 

safe from poor reviews. Part of the problem was its cannibalization of earlier films. The opening 

sequence is arguably the movie’s best, as Colonel James Doolittle’s bombers launch from the 

pitching deck of the carrier Hornet on a daring raid against Tokyo and five other Japanese cities in 

April, 1942. The sequence is beautifully done, an effective blend of bona fide footage, scale 

models, rear projection, and reenactors in real B-25s. Smight’s modest budget, however, made 

him lift the whole sequence from Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo, the 1944 movie based on Captain 

Ted Lawson’s bestselling memoir of the raid. Similarly, the beautiful Technicolor images of period 

aircraft in flight come straight from Dive Bomber (1941) and, especially, from the Japanese-
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American production Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970), not that anyone is expected to notice. Distant 

dogfights are recycled from Guy Hamilton’s Battle of Britain (1969). The attack on at least one 

Japanese carrier is extracted from Shūe Matsubayashi’s Storm over the Pacific (1960), and when a 

Japanese Zero fighter smashes into the bridge of the Yorktown, it’s gate-crashing from Away All 

Boats (1956). There’s also plenty of archival footage, some of it (the flight-deck crashes) 

recognizable from Victory at Sea; little if any comes from John Ford, and some of it is clearly post-

Midway and even post-war (like the miraculously non-fatal 1951 ramp strike of what is really a 

Panther jet). Some of the footage is well integrated, some isn’t. A war epic clearly can’t take off on 

a shoestring. 

Most of the close calls listed by Bryan are raised, however, in Donald S. Sanford’s script. In 

Midway, the effects of error and bad luck are a match for men, ships, and machines, and a title 

card tells us from the get-go that the story “exemplifies the combination of planning, courage, 

error, and pure chance by which great events are often decided.” The story shows both sides 

subject to all four of these elements.  

Charlton Heston is the fictional Matt Garth, chief of air operations on the carrier Yorktown. 

He provides the continuity between the various actual U.S. Navy officers portrayed and is the 

closest thing to being the star of Midway—as, despite comparably limited screen time, John 

Wayne was kind of the star of The Longest Day. That innovative film is still the classic of strategic 

cross-cutting between nations and among the many stars who’ve been recruited to sell history to 

indifferent audiences; and Midway is in a like mode, though most of its old-guard cast (Heston, 

Fonda, Robert Mitchum, Glenn Ford, James Coburn, Toshiro Mifune), has little to do but stand 

around woodenly, filling us in on tactical twists and turns at sea and in the air. The Longest Day is 
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laden with characters and action: that and great editing and cinematography make it watchable. 

Midway, in contrast, is heavy on history and discussion: that and its much bigger canvas (April to 

June, 1942) make it both tedious and hard to follow, in spite of subtitles telling us who and when. 

Only specialists will care whether the endless tactical details are accurate, and it’s Midway’s fatal 

weakness that their accuracy has no bearing on the movie. Consider Michael Curtiz’s The Charge 

of the Light Brigade (1936) with Errol Flynn. That movie has next to no relationship to history, but 

if it had, it would be a totally different picture. Not so Midway. So little actually happens in the first 

two-thirds of it that if the talk alone were replaced by that of, say, Captain Horatio Hornblower 

(1951), it wouldn’t matter. The American and Japanese admirals and their staffs would still be 

standing around their plotting tables, planning and pondering while the audience wonders what 

it’s all about. To the film’s credit, however, most details seem right enough (ignore the ubiquitous 

’70s haircuts), and the outline of the battle comes through—except for overlooking the eventual 

sinking of the carrier Yorktown, which here, for some reason, seems to have suffered serious 

damage only. 

Hal Holbrook, who enjoyed a long stage career as Mark Twain in a brilliant one-man show, 

energetically plays Captain Joseph Rochefort of the Navy’s Radio Intelligence Section at Pearl 

Harbor. The business of Rochefort and his staff in their small basement office is to intercept and 

translate Japanese radio dispatches. But despite having “broken” the Japanese code, they can still 

actually decipher only “one word in ten.” “For Christ’s sake, Joe!” says Garth. “You’re guessing!” 

Miffed, Rochefort says, “We like to call it analysis,” and his analysis is that Admiral Yamamoto, 

thwarted temporarily at the Coral Sea in May, is planning to strike the U.S. base at Midway. Nimitz 

is skeptical, so Rochefort shrewdly has an uncoded message transmitted that reports that Midway 
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is experiencing a bogus maintenance problem. When the Japanese intercept and retransmit it, 

they refer to Midway by their code designation “AF.” The identity of AF was the missing piece for 

Navy intelligence, and Rochefort’s hunch was proved right. All these movie details are historically 

correct—except, that is, for Holbrook’s use of something much like his Mark Twain voice to 

characterize Rochefort. 

Even among the seasoned box-office stars, the acting in Midway ranges only from the 

competent to the not quite; Henry Fonda, who helped narrate Ford’s 1942 documentary, served 

briefly on Admiral Nimitz’s staff, and earned accolades as Navy lieutenant Mister Roberts (1955), is 

surprisingly flat in the role of Nimitz—though a bundle of energy compared to the 

uncharacteristically stolid Mifune (of The Seven Samurai) as Yamamoto. The U.S. Navy fliers, 

Midway’s most prominent heroes, are mostly the excitable, supporting ciphers that have often 

passed for military aviators on screen: in their voluble, life-or-death radio transmissions, they 

sound like sports announcers. This is especially bad, since listless writing and direction dilute to 

almost nothing the sacrificial heroism of Lieutenant Commander John C. Waldron’s Torpedo 

Squadron 8, from the carrier Hornet: in its only battle, all fifteen of its obsolete planes were 

destroyed and all but one of its thirty men killed in a futile, low-level attack, without fighter 

support, on the Japanese carriers. (Lieutenant Commander Lance Massey’s Torpedo Squadron 3 

and Lieutenant Commander Gene Lindsey’s Torpedo Squadron 6 were also nearly wiped out in a 

second and third fruitless attack.)3 In the middle of it all, commander of air operations Admiral 

Nagumo (James Shigeta) muses for the audience that suicide attacks against ships could be an 

effective weapon. But the Japanese pilots are professionals too, and eager, and none wears the 

Coke-bottle cheaters of World War II propaganda cartoons. Speaking of cartoons, though, was it 
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really wise to dub Admiral Yamamoto’s lines with the instantly recognizable voice of Paul Frees 

(the alien voice in Earth vs. The Flying Saucers, just for example)? 

  Since the rest of the movie cries out for human interest, screenwriter Sanford throws in an 

incidental, superficial subplot in which Captain Garth’s aviator son, Tom (Edward Arnold), springs 

the news that he wants to marry a Japanese-American girl he’s recently met in college. And the 

elder Garth, who despises “racial bigot crap,” saves her and her family from internment by showing 

naval intelligence and the FBI that they’re good Americans (this wouldn’t have worked in real life). 

One hopes the romance angle was added to remind—or inform—the public that after Pearl 

Harbor, Japanese-Americans were put in stockade barracks indefinitely on suspicion of mass 

disloyalty.4  

The final third of Smight’s Midway is the air-sea battle, which is cinematically 

undistinguished but for the stock shots from Dive Bomber and Tora! Tora! Tora! Near the end, 

Tom is hauled from the cockpit badly burned, then gurneyed into the hospital at Pearl, in too bad 

shape to notice that his sweetheart is there to meet him. Nimitz concludes by asking Rochefort 

and Admiral Spruance (Glenn Ford) with some concern, “Were we better than the Japanese? Or 

just luckier?” All that we’ve seen seems to rule out “better,” as the individual Japanese in Midway 

’76 are, like those in the U.S.-Japanese Tora! Tora! Tora!, every bit as capable and determined as 

their American adversaries.  

Nearly forty years pass, and in 2019 a second Midway appears. This one is directed by 

prominent disaster master Roland (Independence Day, Godzilla) Emmerich, who reportedly 

wanted to make his movie twenty years earlier but couldn’t raise the hundred million dollars it 

might have cost.5 Instead, Emmerich went on to direct The Patriot (2000), arguably the worst and 
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dumbest movie ever made about the American Revolution. Midway is Emmerich’s first historical 

film since 2011’s well-received Anonymous, which showed that not only was “Shakespeare” really 

the Earl of Oxford, but that Oxford was actually Queen Elizabeth’s son. And lover. Cool. 

Wisecracks aside, Emmerich’s Midway is more ambitious, not bad, and, thankfully, a lot 

more sane. As was true of Smight’s version, anybody who’s never heard of the Battle of Midway (at 

this point, presumably millions in the U.S. alone) may get a clear general idea of what happened. 

The drama (by writer-producer Wes Tooke), though uneven and unimaginative, offers more 

historical context than the previous film. It opens with Japan’s CGI attack on Pearl Harbor (not to 

be confused with the CGI attack in Pearl Harbor), then nods respectfully to the U.S. raids on the 

Japanese-held Gilbert and Marshall Islands (February 1, 1942), the even more morale-boosting 

Doolittle Raid (April 18), and the battle of the Coral Sea (May 4-8).6 More than most World War II 

films, and squarely in the disaster-flick tradition that brought Emmerich renown, Midway ’19 wants 

to show you sights no one could survive seeing in real life, like a wing blown off a plane and flung 

out to clobber the audience. Or bombs hitting decks inches from one’s nose. Like much else that’s 

kitschy here, such tricks suggest both thrills and horror. But “thrills” are not in the equation when a 

U.S. pilot can’t get up the speed to get airborne, drops over the bow, and is plowed under by the 

carrier Enterprise. Nor are they in the sad face of a young Japanese Zero pilot about to ditch into 

the Pacific, far from rescue, as his home carrier burns below him. Midway needs to sell tickets, but 

no one is likely to doubt Emmerich’s seriousness of purpose. There are some clunky moments, 

mostly of dialogue, but there are absorbing and moving moments as well, as when two Japanese 

officers, one in tears, demand the honor of remaining with Admiral Yamaguchi (Tadanobu Asano) 

while fires rage on the doomed carrier Hiryu; because the carrier could have remained afloat long 

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0038355/?ref_=tt_cl_t12
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enough to fall into enemy hands, it was torpedoed and sunk by a Japanese destroyer.  

But don’t assume Midway goes easy on the Japanese. The Pearl Harbor attack is 

appropriately savage, but regrettably it plays less like a sober recreation than one more re-

enactment of starfighter combat in Star Wars. As in Michael Bay’s Pearl Harbor, hotdogging 

Japanese pilots swoop low between moored battleships, and two (clearly loving it) fly even lower 

to strafe more people than you’d expect to see on a very narrow Honolulu street at 7 a.m. on a 

Sunday morning. As war-movie convention requires, every bomb strike boils up in a tower of 

flame, usually without too much black, inconveniently image-obscuring smoke. After all the effort, 

talent, and expense that was poured into these visuals, one is sorry to say that instead of feeling 

the hot blast and fury of hell’s upsurge, we’re likely to think distractedly that it doesn’t look quite 

real—in part because, as in CGI video games, most of the edges look too sharp, and the light 

seems a little weird. (Just saying.) 

When not usefully informative, Wes Tooke’s dialogue runs often to the cliché (“Save it for 

the Japs!”), the cartoonish (“Here’s the man who tried to warn us!” "Men like Dick Best are the 

reason we're going to win this war") and the melodramatic (“Swear to me,” says General Kimmel 

[David Hewlett], about to be relieved of command for ineptness at Pearl Harbor, “you’ll make the 

next man in this chair listen to you!”).  

As Admiral Nimitz, Woody Harrelson is perfectly fine for what the script makes him say, 

including, “I don’t envy the new commander. It’s me, isn’t it?” Mandy Moore and Rachael Perrell 

Fosket have little to do as the requisite concerned, supportive wives. Ed Skrein, as Lieutenant 

Commander Dick Best, CO of Bombing Squadron 6 from Enterprise, is introduced making a 

surprise, dead-stick carrier landing in his SBD Dauntless just for practice. As good-hearted hotshot 
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and Annapolis-grad family man Best, Londoner Skrein sports a modified Stallone accent that the 

real Best (1910-2001), from Bayonne, N.J., may not have had. Sharing the movie’s personal focus 

(such as it is) with Dick Best is Lieutenant Commander Edwin Layton (Patrick Wilson), Director of 

Intelligence, Pacific Fleet—Joseph Rochefort’s intelligence colleague. (A sleepy-looking Brennan 

Brown acts Rochefort from a far larger basement office than Hal Holbrook’s, and with no particular 

verbal tics.) Layton (“the man who tried to warn us”) doesn’t even appear in Midway ’76, but he 

(more than most people) had long been concerned that war with Japan could begin with a 

surprise attack on Pearl Harbor.  

The movie begins in 1937 with the bespectacled Layton, naval attaché to the U.S. embassy 

in Tokyo, in a friendly-serious exchange with Harvard educated, former Japanese naval attaché in 

Washington, Admiral Yamamoto (Etsushi Toyokawa). The Admiral is not keen for war with the 

United States, but he warns Japan will strike—somewhere—should America cut off its deliveries of 

oil to Tokyo: oil needed for aggression in China. Layton foresees the handwriting on the wall and, 

like few others, suspects that the remote but absolutely crucial base at Pearl Harbor, the 

anchorage of the U.S. fleet and the location of Hickham Army Air Field, might well be the Japanese 

target. In essence this background is all true and better addressed than in Midway ’76. 

As the attack on Pearl Harbor indicates, Roland Emmerich has determined that twenty-first 

century audiences demand vertiginous excitement and blazing state-of-the-art effects in their 

martial epics. Midway ’19 also indulges millions of teen horror fans with an extended close-up of 

an incinerated corpse that used to be Dick Best’s friend. (Whether such images, like the blood and 

bodies in Saving Private Ryan, promote pacifism, patriotism, a voyeuristic frisson, or nothing at all 

seems to be an open question.) Modern films like Pearl Harbor and Midway are whirling 
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spectacles in ways that lavish older representations like The Longest Day (1962) and the equally 

ambitious A Bridge Too Far (1977) are not—and, with their emphasis on human interest, were 

never intended to be. 

Of the anticipated air-sea battles, once they start they rarely let up, and it’s as if the fights 

in The Last Jedi were teleported to the Pacific in 1942. The long hull of a carrier oozes across the 

screen like a George Lucas spaceship—or the starship in Mel Brooks’s Spaceballs. In the air, the 

laws of aerodynamics and the limits of flying skill are discreetly challenged. When Emmerich sends 

bombers over the Japanese fleet (or Japanese bombers over Midway), they look like clouds of 

locusts; exploding antiaircraft blackens half the sky, tracers zip everywhere, and every downed 

plane becomes a fireball. Ships burn and burn more convincingly than they did in ’76. The torpedo 

squadrons get a little more, and less clichéd attention than last time, but now it’s a crippled Air 

Corps B-26 (jury-rigged with a torpedo) from Henderson Field on Midway’s Eastern Island that 

leads a Japanese officer on Akagi to speculate about the value of suicide attacks. (The reply is that 

Americans are too cowardly to crash a plane into a ship.)  

It should be said that Emmerich’s production team has a tremendous eye for detail. Even if 

(for a few seconds) the Devastator torpedo bombers are wrongly equipped with bombs as well as 

torpedoes, look very closely, and you’ll see that Yamamoto is authentically missing two fingers of 

his left hand, lost at the Battle of Tsushima in 1905. So it’s inexplicable that there are no CGI 

American fighter planes or obsolete Vindicator dive bombers (which predominated in Midway ’76). 

(If criticism of the visual effects seems niggling, that’s partly because there‘s basically no 

interesting talk or people.)  

Both Midways are tolerably realistic in spirit, though the Emmerich version is the superior. 
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Neither movie is aimed at PhDs or historians of the battle. Both teach some actual history at a 

middle-school level, and both do it better, perhaps, than 2017’s Dunkirk. Emmerich and Tooke, 

though, are less concerned than Smight and Sanford with those intangibles of battle to which ’76 

gives top billing. A significant criticism may be that neither film is sufficiently explicit in showing 

that the only effective blows the U.S. struck against the Japanese at Midway were by the 54 

modern SBD Dauntless dive bombers from Enterprise and Yorktown. Yet Emmerich’s computers 

create hair-raising pilot’s-eye visuals of the dive bombers boring in at 350 mph and 70˚ amidst 

exploding flak—a physical environment Homo sapiens did not evolve in. 

All the performances in ’19 are competent though made superficial by constraints of trying 

to cover so much in a running time of 138 minutes. Nothing of substance happens on screen that 

didn’t more or less occur in fact. The movie’s familiar tropes are endurable.7 

So, perhaps, is the screen-filling CGI combat, though it may lead jaded filmgoers to start 

looking at their watches. But Roland Emmerich’s Midway is more than a journeyman effort. End 

titles tell what happened to the main characters, and a final expository title (before a pious 

dedication to all who fought at Midway) tells the fact, little known outside China, that 235,000 

Chinese civilians were killed by the Japanese in vengeance for the Chinese rescue of the Doolittle 

raiders, whose mission had caused mainly psychological damage to Japan. The indirect cost of the 

Doolittle Raid to the Chinese may shock Americans and Japanese alike and prompt discussion, as 

will the mentality of the perpetrators.8 

After all the flat characters and flashy catering to the groundlings, one leaves the theater 

dazzled and deafened by battles in the air, on (and under) the sea, respecting the devotion and 

the courage, grateful to those who halted the tidal wave of conquest, and yet still recalling the 
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words of James Donald that conclude The Bridge on the River Kwai (1957): “Madness! Madness!”9 

 

 

Notes 

 

1 Joseph Bryan, III, “Never a Battle like Midway,” Saturday Evening Post (March 26, 1949), 24-25+.  

2 A restored version of Ford’s film can be seen on YouTube in its entirety: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MW8tQ_6dqS8 

3 The fidelity to duty of these navy fliers is taken up by Michael Bess on the opening page of Choices Under Fire: Moral 

Dimensions of World War II (N.Y.: Knopf, 2006). 

4 A TV movie based on Jeanne Wakutsuki’s eye-opening internment memoir, Farewell to Manzanar (1973), was released a 

few months before Midway appeared. The presidential order authorizing the internments was unanimously set aside by the 

U.S. Supreme Court in Ex parte Endo in December 1944, while the war was still on. The release of internees began the 

following month. 

5 Jesse Rifkin, “Skies Over the Pacific.” Boxoffice (Oct. 2019), 68-70: 

https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/62852235/boxoffice-pro-october-2019/71 (Accessed November 25, 2019). 

6 The short, stocky, bald Colonel Doolittle is played by tall, brawny, and hirsute Aaron Eckhart. Adam Baldwin, of like 

appearance, played him in Pearl Harbor. Doolittle’s anachronistic reference to the “East China Sea” instead of what the U.S. 

has always called the “Sea of Japan,” reflects a complicated onomastic dispute among the five bordering nations, one of 

which (China) helped finance the movie. 

7 The fate of Aviation Mechanic’s Mate Bruno Gaido may feel like bad melodrama, but it is essentially true. During the carrier 

raid on the Marshall Islands in February, Gaido narrowly survived destroying a Japanese bomber from the back seat of a 

plane parked on the deck of Enterprise; he was promoted on the spot by Admiral Halsey. At Midway, Gaido was shot down, 

pulled from the sea by the Japanese with his pilot, Frank O’Flaherty, and, like him, was tortured, weighted down, and 

drowned. Barrett Tillman, Enterprise: America's Fightingest Ship (N.Y.: Simon & Schuster, 2012), 86-87. See also “Toughness: 

Aviation Machinist Mate First Class (AMM1/C) Bruno Peter Gaido,” The Sextant (April 24, 2017): 

https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2017/04/24/toughness-aviation-machinist-mate-first-class-amm1c-bruno-peter-

gaido/ (accessed Nov. 20, 2019). 

8 The true extent of the massacre in China may be unknowable, but in the three-month “Operation Sei-go” the Japanese 

laid waste to some 20,000 square miles of Chekiang and Kiangsi provinces in an orgy of torture, rape, poisoning, murder, 

and germ warfare; its chief purpose was to guarantee that American fliers would never again find succor in eastern China. 

James M. Scott, Target Tokyo (N.Y.: Norton, 2015), gives a figure of 250,000 and notes that Washington had expected 

significant reprisals against the Chinese. Ten thousand civilians were killed in the immediate search for the seventy-odd 

airmen who had landed in China https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/untold-story-vengeful-japanese-attack-

doolittle-raid-180955001/ (Accessed Nov. 14, 2019). 

9 A lesser Midway movie also appeared in 2019, going almost immediately to disk: Dauntless: Battle of Midway, directed by 

Mike Phillips from a script by Adam Klein. The shoestring-budget Dauntless focuses not on the battle but on the survival 

and rescue at sea of two Navy dive-bomber crewmen. More informative about the actual battle than either of the “epic” 

Midway movies—and surprisingly more visually persuasive and more moving—is an animated series of eight fifteen-minute 

YouTube videos, “Air Operations: Battle of Midway,” posted by “maxsmodels” in 2012. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MW8tQ_6dqS8
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/62852235/boxoffice-pro-october-2019/71
https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2017/04/24/toughness-aviation-machinist-mate-first-class-amm1c-bruno-peter-gaido/
https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2017/04/24/toughness-aviation-machinist-mate-first-class-amm1c-bruno-peter-gaido/
https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2017/04/24/toughness-aviation-machinist-mate-first-class-amm1c-bruno-peter-gaido/
https://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.mil/2017/04/24/toughness-aviation-machinist-mate-first-class-amm1c-bruno-peter-gaido/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/untold-story-vengeful-japanese-attack-doolittle-raid-180955001/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/untold-story-vengeful-japanese-attack-doolittle-raid-180955001/
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The Last Full Measure (2019) 

 

f some 25,000,000 Americans who have served in wartime since the start of the 

Civil War, only about 3,500 have been awarded the Medal of Honor.1 Some half of 

the awards since 1942 have been posthumous, and many were bestowed not for 

one stereotypical act of impulsive bravery (leading a charge, saving the life of a comrade), but for 

a succession of brave actions “above and beyond the call of duty” and in defiance of self-

preservational instincts. A few feature films have examined the lives (but more usually the exploits) 

of MoH recipients, and it may reflect a newer, broader cultural ideal of heroism that the two most 

recent such films have spotlighted medical corpsmen rather than wielders of lethal weapons. First 

came Mel Gibson’s Hacksaw Ridge (2016), the Hollywoodized biography of army Corporal 

Desmond Doss, a religious pacifist who saved the lives of scores of Americans on Okinawa; the 

most recent is The Last Full Measure (2019), which ponders the actions of Airman First Class 

William H. “Pits” Pitsenbarger, an airborne medic of the Air Force’s 38th Aerospace Rescue and 

Recovery Squadron in Vietnam.2 

 Pitsenbarger’s name, unfamiliar to the average American, is legend in Air Force Pararescue 

circles. Facilities are named for him, and a life-size statue stands in his hometown of Piqua, Ohio; 

but even that takes a back seat to the larger-than-life figure embellishing Pararescue headquarters 

at Kirtland Air Force Base in New Mexico. His recognition is deserved: for the air evacuation of nine 

wounded Americans from a deteriorating battle space in Vietnam on April 11, 1966, for refusing 

evacuation himself, tending wounded that could not be hoisted out, distributing weapons and 

ammunition, and ultimately joining battle with the enemy (and sustaining three wounds into the 

bargain), Pitsenbarger received the Air Force Cross for valor. Posthumously. Yet the story, and how 

O 
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the original award was bumped up decades later to the Medal of Honor, is almost unknown 

outside of Piqua and Pararescue. Writer-director-producer Todd Robinson’s motion picture 

tribute, The Last Full Measure, was on his mind for twenty years, and aims to remedy that. What 

especially attracted Robinson’s interest was the remarkable grass-roots effort, by men 

Pitsenbarger had supported in the jungle, to see the award of the Air Force Cross upgraded to the 

nation’s highest military honor. Indeed, the Army and Air Force had both recommended 

Pitsenbarger for the MoH at the outset, but the Pentagon bestowed the Air Force Cross instead.  

In concept, The Last Full Measure superficially resembles Edward Zwick’s Courage Under 

Fire (1996), which sent a guilt-ridden Denzel Washington out to glean evidence for a possible 

Medal of Honor for medevac pilot Meg Ryan. Zwick’s movie, well scripted by Patrick Sheane 

Duncan (of 84 Charlie MoPic), is fiction, but The Last Full Measure is “inspired by actual events.” 

We know what that means, but Robinson’s film plays fair enough in spiffing up real events and 

transmuting them into drama. The Last Full Measure focuses not on the fatal ambush at Xa Cam 

My in 1966 but on the Defense Department’s reconsideration, in 1998, of the adequacy of 

Pitsenbarger’s award. That focus lets Robinson examine the impact of Vietnam, and of the twenty-

one-year old medic’s heroism, on some of the men he rescued—and on his parents as well. 

Overshadowed by the procedural plot, the man himself remains, regrettably, a cardboard cutout—

or, to put it more generously—an enigma.  

 An old civilian acquaintance recalled Pits as a “good, caring individual,” who was also a 

“jokester” and a “gentleman.”3 That minimal description, though applicable to about a billion 

people worldwide, makes for a more detailed portrait of the man than we get from the movie. The 

deepest insight we get into Pitsenbarger on screen is that he always wanted to help people. Which 
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is no insight at all. 

 But The Last Full Measure’s treatment of Pitsenbarger borders on the worshipful in ways 

that Hacksaw Ridge does not. In the words of one of Robinson’s survivors of Xa Cam My, “I 

thought I saw an angel. There he was right in front of me, all clean and pressed”—unlike the 

terrified, mud- and blood-begrimed grunts. Jeremy Irvine (of War Horse), confined to jungle 

flashbacks, has only to look intrepid as Pits, bind wounds, administer morphine, give away his flak 

jacket, and encourage and look after the wounded before he picks up an M-16 and charges into 

pararescue history. In an exchange aimed squarely at the tenderest hearts in the audience, a 

bloodied youngster, incredulous that an Air Force medic has just dropped in out of the blue, asks 

“Why are you here?” Pits, in the supportive tones of Mr. Rogers, replies, “Because you’re here.”4 A 

cringey moment for many, but evidently gratifying for others. Even the movie poster makes 

Pitsenbarger a deus ex machina angel lowered by cable onto a jungle stage as the mere humans 

reel with gratitude and astonishment.  

 Robinson’s title is taken, of course, from the Gettysburg address, as Lincoln honored the 

Union soldiers who “gave the last full measure of devotion,” dying “that a nation might live.” When 

the real Pitsenbarger descended into that shuddering Vietnamese jungle in 1966, his views on the 

war, whatever they may have been, were irrelevant; his devotion to desperate, complete strangers, 

which cost him his life, was paramount. In a small way, that devotion is repaid by the (necessarily 

less extreme but still extraordinary) devotion of those determined to see him properly honored. 

 Sebastian Stan (alias Winter Soldier and Captain America) is the fictional, plot-focusing 

Scott Huffman, a young and fully jaded DoD lawyer whose chief concern is to rise through the 

desk jockey hierarchy to the prestigious fifth ring of the Pentagon (the one with the view). Xa Cam 
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My happened before he was born. When he gets stuck with the presumably dead-end chore of 

reviewing the Pitsenbarger file, his tried-and-true screen journey from apathy to involvement and 

career-risking advocacy, begins.  

 Huffman travels to meet with some survivors of the battle, part of “Operation Abilene,” to 

get a more personal picture of Pits’s actions. But the film’s grip on the period can feel a little 

shaky, and at painful moments (for them and for us) its GI’s can inch toward caricature. Almost as 

soon as the plot starts to move, for instance, we meet Lieutenant Takoda (Samuel L. Jackson), who 

describes himself as a “dogfaced lifer” who “loved” war before that day on Operation Abilene. 

We’re supposed to buy the idea that when Takoda came home wounded, an old “high-school 

buddy” took him to a place that (in 1966 or ’67) sported a bad-for-business sign advising, “No 

Dogs or Baby-Killers.” “I let it slide,” says Takoda; but eventually he did what so many cliché 

Vietnam veterans used to do in movies: he ripped the whole place “to splinters,” leaving “blood, 

teeth, and peanut shells” on the floor. When the cops arrived, they were so down with his rage (in 

1966 or ’67 or ever), they put him in a taxi instead of “under the jail,” as the saying goes.  

Next we meet Peter Fonda (in, sadly, his final role), whose ex-Private Jimmy Burr is a 

graphic-novel image of a badly damaged war survivor. Burr’s wife (Amy Madigan) tells Huffman 

impatiently, “He suffers hallucinations and about fifty other war related effects.” Fifty sounds like 

hyperbole, but Jimmy might persuade you otherwise. Unlike the pacifist bee-keeping vet that 

Fonda played in Ulee’s Gold (1997), Jimmy “kills things to release stress,” says ex-Private Mott (Ed 

Harris, who played the afflicted vet Dave in 1989’s quietly dramatic Jacknife). Mott lives alone in 

regret and poverty, driving a school bus and, in his spare time, releasing his own stress at a firing 

range. 
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Unconvincing or routine as these characters can sometimes be, they do get jolts of life 

from first-class performances, even if once or twice the emoting nearly gets out of hand. John 

Savage broods and philosophizes; Samuel L. Jackson, the platoon leader, feels responsible for the 

men he lost; Ed Harris feels like a coward; Diane Ladd and ninety-one year-old Christopher 

Plummer, well cast as the perfect parents of a secular saint, beam that, “Talking about Bill is one of 

the greatest joys of our life. Keeping him alive keeps us strong.” William Hurt is especially fine as 

Tulley, Pitsenbarger’s old pilot--and point man of the crusade to get him the Medal of Honor. 

Now a palliative nurse working with terminal patients (the sort of thing Pits might have done, had 

he lived), Tulley seems pretty well adjusted until at last overcome by survivor’s guilt. But Huffman, 

by now fully transformed from his old, complacent self, provides him with quick and effective talk 

therapy: at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial at night, of course.  

Kepper (Savage), meanwhile, has long ago returned to Vietnam, where he lives in the 

jungle as a mystic and New Age therapist for troubled vets—possibly of both sides.5 Huffman—

just before his salutary mind-shift—derides Kepper (some “Christian burn-out, smoking ganja 

under the Bodhi tree”) as “Mr. Kurtz.” One of the film’s satisfying moments, though, comes as 

Huffman discovers what’s unique about the shrine Kepper has created in the jungle—by adding 

his own efforts to the process observed by Carl Sandburg in his little poem, “Grass” (1918). 

Another is Kepper’s remark that Xa Cam My “sucked the past right out of me.” And one more is 

the flashback to Jimmy Burr’s younger self, at the end of the battle, shouting dementedly, “Can 

somebody explain this to me? Can somebody explain this to me?” Words thought by many, 

uttered by few. 

The brief, wholly realistic vignettes of Vietnam combat, in the tradition of Hamburger Hill 
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and We Were Soldiers, edge out most competition in terms of blood, clamor, wounds, botch, and 

pandemonium. Before the arrival of Pitsenbarger, there’s no central character there to fix on and 

to focus (with the indispensable falsity of art) the whole thundering, kaleidoscopic mess. After 

thirty years, at least three of the old vets still suffer emotional turmoil or PTS (as Mrs. Burr calls it), 

and it isn’t any wonder.6  

Some reviewers fretted that The Last Full Measure is too “pro-military,” a charge elicited 

perhaps by the plot suggestion that the Pentagon can sometimes do the right thing, or at least 

atone for its errors. Or perhaps the film feels too sorry for men who took rifles to Southeast Asia in 

the first place. Such critics, however, might consider Takoda’s bitter observation that his unit was 

being used as “bait” for the enemy (“You marched us right into a kill sack with no idea how we 

were gonna get out!”), and that a senior Army officer—this is fiction—withheld the Medal of 

Honor to keep the generals and/or the press from looking too closely at his own ineptitude. Since, 

in real life, Army Sergeant James W. Robinson, Jr. (apparently no relation to Todd) was 

posthumously awarded the MoH in 1967 for the same battle, the imaginary spoiler must have 

been doubly inept.  

 Casting actors who are (and look) much older than the fiftyish Vietnam vets of 1998 is a 

subtle reminder of just how remote in time the Vietnam war is today. But Plummer (now ninety) as 

Pits’s father, Ladd, Savage, Jackson, and Hurt may never have been better. Grown men cry in this 

movie—mainly from un-scabbed-over memories, guilt, and a chronic suspicion that their own lives 

have lacked the value and authenticity of Pitsenbarger’s. (“No bullet was gonna keep him from 

being who he was.”) In Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan, old man Ryan, at Captain Miller’s grave in 

Normandy fifty years later, tearfully asks his wife, “Am I a good man?” Miller’s dying challenge to 
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young Ryan—whose saving cost the lives of Miller and most of his detachment—had been “Earn 

this!” And like Ryan, none of the men Pitsenbarger saved in Vietnam is sure his life had been truly 

earned, given the cost. 

Almost inevitably, The Last Full Measure shades towards the mawkish in telling a story 

fraught with so much emotion. It may be overmuch for devotees of furiously anti-military films like 

Full Metal Jacket, but less so for fans of The Best Years of Our Lives, and just right for those moved 

by Since You Went Away. Admirers of all three films—and there are a few—will grant The Last Full 

Measure some slack in putting its valid themes across. Call them stale if you like. Plenty of people 

appreciate seeing such themes addressed again and again or, in some cases, for the first time. And 

they should. 

Pitsenbarger’s parents Alice and Frank (who was suffering from stage-four cancer) received 

their son’s long-delayed Medal of Honor on December 8, 2000, at a ceremony at the U.S. Air Force 

Museum in Dayton. Remarks from the podium by Air Force Secretary Whit Peters, who presented 

the award, are included in the movie’s final scene. They emphasize the number of people moved 

by his story and those (Peters estimated 300) whose very conception resulted from the rescue of 

their fathers and grandfathers.7 The scene doesn’t work in its quasi-fictional context as well as it 

must have in real life, because it leaves the film open (again) to the charge of manipulative tear-

jerking, a charge quite revealingly delivered by one desensitized media reviewer, who dismissed 

the entire film as just “comfort food for wartime death.”8  

“Show me a hero,” wrote F. Scott Fitzgerald in 1945, “and I’ll write you a tragedy.” Whether 

he was lamenting a dearth of tragedies (or of heroes), or that a hero’s life is intrinsically tragic, is 

teasingly uncertain. In The Last Full Measure, however, Todd Robinson builds on a veridical hero of 
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the Vietnam War—Airman First Class William H. Pitsenbarger—to create, not a tragedy, but an 

earnest tale of war, trauma, and commitment, enhanced with solemn doses of decency and 

humanity.  

Exposed to the pain and commitment of others, from Pitsenbarger to Kepper to Tulley to 

the medic’s parents, who have long outlived their son, even cynical Huffman comes around, a 

result of getting to know (at first more closely than he’d prefer) elderly, working-class people 

whose life stories bear little resemblance to his own. The Last Full Measure successfully puts across 

the closer-than-family bond that can develop among survivors of catastrophe, because they’ve 

faced it from the beginning as a team of near-strangers chosen by chance, and if the film’s 

emotions push the current critical limit, popular audiences (as fond of sentiment as critics are of 

subtlety) have granted The Last Full Measure a whopping 96% “fresh” rating at the Rotten 

Tomatoes review site. As of June 15, 2020, every filmgoer at RT who self-identified as active or 

retired military, or a member of a military family, praised The Last Full Measure highly for its 

depiction of combat, its grasp of the survivor’s bond, and its determination to publicize a hero as 

well as those who insured that he would finally get more of the recognition he had earned. 

Pitsenbarger’s heroism had been demanded by nothing but his own conscience.9 

 

 

Notes  

 

1 WebCite https://www.webcitation.org/5uyUFEgJQ?url=http://www.history.army.mil/html/moh/mohstats.html. Accessed 

June 14, 2020. 

2 The first was Sergeant York (1941), and the second was To Hell and Back (1955), based on Lieutenant Audie Murphy’s 

memoir of that title. Other honorees explicitly noticed by Hollywood are General Douglas MacArthur (MacArthur, 1977), 

Admiral James B. Stockdale (In Love and War, 1987), Lieutenant Colonel (later President) Theodore Roosevelt (Rough Riders, 

1998), and Captain Charles Whittlesey (The Lost Battalion, 2001). Brigadier General Theodore Roosevelt, III, is one of the 
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many historical figures of The Longest Day (1962), and SEAL Lieutenant Michael P. Murphy is portrayed as a secondary 

character in Lone Survivor (2013). Marine Corporal Guy Gabaldon, the subject of 1960’s Hell to Eternity, earned a Medal of 

Honor recommendation for persuading the surrender some 1,500 Japanese soldiers and civilians on Saipan and Tinian; he 

ultimately received the Navy Cross.  

3 Sam Wildow, “Hundreds attend statue dedication honoring Pitsenbarger,” Daily Call (Piqua, O.) (Nov. 14, 2015) 

https://www.dailycall.com/features/5220/scores-attend-statue-dedication-honoring-pitsenbarger. Accessed June 14, 2020. 

4 According to Charlie Company survivor Fred Navarro, these are the exact words they exchanged. “A promise fulfilled,” 

Sunday Morning (Feb. 9, 2020) https://www.cbsnews.com/news/a-promise-fulfilled-filming-a-story-of-heroism-in-battle/ . 

Accessed June 16, 2020. 

 5 A likely Viet Cong candidate might be the rifleman shown briefly but clearly during the battle as fighting with a wooden 

block for a foot. It says a lot about the corporate and individual resolve of the VC. 

6 It has been argued that post-traumatic stress in all forms is the reaction of a normal human mind and therefore no 

“disorder,” as in this statement from a CNN guest in 2015: “[We] don’t really call it PTSD anymore. We take off the D, it’s not 

a disorder”: http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1502/09/se.01.html. Accessed June 21, 2020. 

7 “A promise fulfilled.” 

8 Norman Wilner, “The Last Full Measure…” Now (Jan. 22, 2020): https://nowtoronto.com/movies/reviews/the-last-full-

measure-todd-robinson/. Accessed June 20, 2020.  

9 Pitsenbarger had already flown more than 250 pararescue missions, and about a month before Abilene he’d pulled a 

South Vietnamese soldier out of a minefield: for this act he was decorated by the Republic of Vietnam: William I. Chivalette 

and W. Parker Hayes, Jr., William H. Pitsenbarger, Air Force Enlisted Hero (Suitland, Md.: Airmen Memorial Museum, [1998]: 

https://media.defense.gov/2015/Feb/02/2001329840/-1/-1/0/AFD-150202-037.pdf. Accessed June 12, 2020. 
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LETTERS FROM IWO JIMA (2006) 
 

s the title of a combat movie, Letters from Iwo Jima sounds decidedly overrefined, 

even belletristic. Of what interest to us are somebody’s presumably inward-

looking letters, when we’ve seen John Wayne and his platoon of marines hit the 

beach in one of America’s favorite patriotic flicks, Sands of Iwo Jima (1949). A belletrist better 

have some artsy insights on offer. 

But Clint Eastwood’s commendable film, determined to give a genuine picture of 

Japanese soldiers in the Pacific, has little in it that’s artsy or – what’s disappointing – adequately 

moving. An artistic exception is director of photography Tom Stern’s smothering, subdued 

palette that, aboveground, aptly suggests the sulfurous reek of a volcanic island, and at night 

and in dim tunnels and caves becomes nearly black and white. While Janusz Kaminski 

desaturated the color in Saving Private Ryan till Omaha Beach looked like it was being stormed 

in an eclipse, Stern’s camera – as in Eastwood’s Flags of Our Fathers – makes Iwo’s ugly 

landscape, dominated by the lump of Mount Suribachi, feel positively bruise- like. 

Letters appeared in 2006, just two months after Eastwood’s Flags of Our Fathers, which 

focused on the American side and the iconic Suribachi flag-raising. It must be unique in showing 

the flip side of a  battle the same director had just addressed from the viewpoint of the winners. 

More notably still, Letters makes sympathetic not just the ordinary enemy soldier but his top-

ranking commander as well, whose aim, obviously, is to defeat the Americans by killing as many 

as possible. 

Eastwood’s double take on Iwo Jima iterates the oft-repeated theme that human nature 

is independent of race, national boundaries, and causes. His method, however, is cooler and less 

A 
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fervid than, say, Milestone’s All Quiet on the Western Front (1930), which classically puts a wide-

eyed innocent – an enemy soldier who’s been bamboozled by his witless elders – through 

terrors and horrors until the audience understands that war is worse than they thought. That’s 

not Eastwood’s style. He conveys futility and sadness just by sticking close to history with 

minimal embellishment. His earlier Flags of Our Fathers, from James Bradley’s bestseller, strips 

any lingering glamor from the American side of the 1945 battle – glamor imparted by Sands of 

Iwo Jima and, far more, by Joe Rosenthal’s miraculously captured  photograph of marines 

planting the flag. Flags probes the complexities and ironies surrounding that moment and 

dramatizes its consequences for three marines who survived the weeks of combat that were yet 

to come.1 Letters, on the other hand, condemns war by having us identify not with one 

prepossessing victim of militarism, like All Quiet's Paul Baumer, but with a variety of characters, 

from general to private, decent and otherwise, all of whom are doomed. That such films can stir 

sympathy for America’s erstwhile enemies – like the Frontsoldaten of All Quiet or the suffering 

Japanese in Kon Ichikawa’s Fires on the Plain (1959) or Masai Kobayashi’s epic trilogy The 

Human Condition (1959-61) – makes them effective pacifist statements. Though Letters was 

filmed mainly in Iceland (for its beaches of  volcanic rock), Eastwood adds verisimilitude by 

shooting Missouri-born Iris Yamashita’s earnest script entirely in Japanese with English subtitles. 

Even mediated by Hollywood and a Japanese-American sensibility, Letters effectively and 

apolitically humanizes the otherwise faceless 19,000 Imperial defenders of Iwo Jima. Eastwood’s 

sad message (beyond the always relevant “War is hell”) is that of John Wayne’s The Alamo (1960): 

resolve is  no match for crushing force. The Alamo, however, means to inspire patriotic pride; 

Letters generously instills pity. 
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The righteous fury sparked in the United States by the Japanese attacks on American 

bases at Pearl Harbor, Guam, Wake Island, and the Philippines in December, 1941, was a given 

in wartime films. As Hollywood put it some thirty years later in one of filmdom’s greatest 

factitious lines, Japan had “awakened a sleeping giant and filled him with a terrible resolve.”2 

But as seemingly invincible Imperial forces overran Southeast Asia, fury and resolve were not 

Americans’ sole reactions. In the documentary Victory at Sea (1954), the slow bass of narrator 

Alexander Scourby, backed by Richard Rodgers’s dramatic score, sum up the dismay, disbelief, 

and fear engendered by the first months of war with Japan: 

 

Haunting names of the far Far East become the chorus of an Allied dirge: Manila. 

Mandalay. Malaya. Cavite. Corregidor. Cambodia. Hong Kong. Hainan. Hanoi. Singapore. 

Shanghai. 

Sumatra. Bataan. Bangkok. Borneo. Banzai. 

 

The conquerors in the old clips seem (by design of the Japanese Army cameramen) to have 

about as much collective humanity as a laughing hyena. The 1937 Rape of Nanking and other 

Japanese atrocities did nothing to mitigate the image. 

The name Iwo Jima means “Sulfur Island”: Suribachi is a dormant volcano, and countless 

steam vents release yellowish, sulfurous fogs that are dissipated by winds gritty with volcanic 

dust. Most of the  island smells faintly like rotten eggs most of the time. Though 750 miles from 

the main island of Honshu, Iwo was (and is) administered as part of metropolitan Tokyo and has 

been Japanese soil since 1891 – a fact guaranteeing the most tenacious resistance against 
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invasion. 

The aim of the invaders was to seize three airfields built or under construction by the 

Japanese. These were thought necessary for the intensifying strategic bombing of Japan. Long-

range P-51 bomber escorts could be stationed there and, just as vital, the airfields on Iwo would 

provide a refueling point and a safe haven for crippled B-29s unable to reach the base on 

Saipan, over 700 miles to the east. 

Nearly 75,000 marines made up the ground force, which landed from the sea after two 

months of regular bombing and three solid days of gunfire from a fleet of some 500 ships. But 

the Japanese commander, Lieutenant General Tadamichi Kuribayashi (Eastwood’s protagonist) 

had so deeply fortified the island that both bombing and heavy artillery were ineffective. 

Viewers unaware of the Japanese code of bushido (“the way of the warrior”) will find 

certain sequences inexplicable, perhaps even weirdly satirical, as when a few soldiers commit 

suicide on command. After victories over China (1895) and Russia (1905), the centuries-old ideal 

of samurai chivalry was revitalized as a military creed for an age of increasingly industrialized 

war. Certain of its traditional tenets, especially benevolence, judiciousness, and compassion, 

were radically de-emphasized. Every Japanese military and naval recruit was indoctrinated, with 

frequent blows and abuse, in a newly revised, extreme interpretation of bushido, emphasizing 

the world supremacy of Japanese character and virtue: this led to a readiness throughout the 

military to brutalize other nationalities. Especially instilled was not just an absolute devotion to 

duty (as in other armies), but also a horror of the shame engendered by failure. During World 

War II particularly, bushido was inseparable from the Shinto faith, which had become practically 

the state religion of Japan: soldiers, sailors, and airmen were trained to seek the privilege of 
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dying for the emperor (“The Son of Heaven”) and for the sacred spirit of Japan. Capture or 

surrender was unthinkable – a betrayal of emperor, nation, family, self, and ancestors. As in 

Letters, those who died expected to be united with the spirits of dead warriors at the Yasukuni 

Shrine in Chiyoda. Some of this ideology was then laid upon foreigners: Allied soldiers who 

allowed themselves to be taken prisoner had forfeited their personhood and could be treated 

like animals. They might generously be allowed to live so long as they were useful for 

information, slave labor, or as bargaining chips.3 

Japanese forces in the Pacific fought to protect their families who, they’d been told, 

would otherwise be raped, tortured, and butchered by foreign devils should the Allies ever reach 

Japan. (Dealt with, in other words, as the Japanese were dealing with the Chinese.) On Saipan and 

Okinawa, many thousands of Japanese civilians took their own lives and those of their children at 

the encouragement of the military, rather than fall into American hands.4 As Japan prepared for 

possible invasion in 1945, the entire civilian population was inculcated with the bushido ideal: 

unswerving devotion perfecting itself in  self-sacrificial death. Disgrace or failure could be 

expiated only by suicide, preferably disembowelment. In Letters from Iwo Jima, it is accomplished 

with hand grenades. 

Both sides in the Pacific War held racist attitudes. They were often proudly ignorant of 

each other’s culture. “I thought all Americans were cowards,” says one of Eastwood’s soldiers. “I 

was taught they were savages.” An officer, moreover, describes Americans as “weak-willed” by 

nature and lacking discipline, too emotional to fight well or sustain reversals. The corresponding 

American contempt for Asians as cowards and double-crossers was exacerbated by the “sneak 

attack” on Pearl Harbor and indirectly reinforced by the mass internment of Japanese 
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Americans as treacherous “security risks.” The racism of both armies, moreover, along with the 

ultra-macho bushido on the one hand and the Allied demand for unconditional surrender on 

the other, rounded out the killer instinct demanded by combat and was drilled into recruits of 

both sides. The two competing racial and military ideologies made war in the Pacific even more 

of a zero-sum game: you lived or you died, but you were unlikely to wind up a prisoner or, 

especially if you were an American, kept as one for long.5 

Eastwood is not the first American director to offer a liberal view of at least some wartime 

Japanese. Edward Dmitryk’s Behind the Rising Sun (1943) presented in the middle of World 

War II the personable, American-educated young Lieutenant Seki (Tom Neal), who looks 

favorably on the West until he devolves into a brutal sadist during the war in China. In spite 

of lurid posters (salivating “Japs” dragging a redhead in an evening dress off a battlefield 

beside the words “Not Suitable for General Exhibition”), the film is surprisingly sympathetic to 

Japanese civilians. The lieutenant’s formerly expansionist father (J. Carroll Naish), an 

industrialist turned cabinet minister, is shocked by the alteration in his son’s character. 

Realizing the evil of the ruling war-party, the father tries unsuccessfully to save the lives of 

some American civilians who have been jailed as spies. Surprising for wartime is the film’s 

positive propaganda message: that the Japanese are ordinary people, not very different from 

Americans, neither congenitally cruel nor militaristic, merely corrupted and deluded by the 

lies of their cynical leaders. Seki becomes a monster, but his family’s only sin is in passively 

supporting their emperor. A yet more interesting scenario is the basis of Etienne Périer’s 

thematically unique Bridge to the Sun (1961). Based on a memoir by Gwen Terasaki, Bridge 

tells of an American woman married to a Japanese diplomat, who has first to assimilate to a 
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strange, patriarchal culture overseas and then, after Pearl Harbor, to endure deep suspicion 

and live through bombing by her own countrymen. 

In Letters, Eastwood’s focus is on Lieutenant General Kuribayashi (Ken Watanabe of The 

Last Samurai). Counterpointed by a secondary focus on the boyish Saigo (pop star Kazunari 

Ninomiya) and Shimizu (Ryō Kase), Letters plays out as Saigo’s ordeal and Kuribayashi’s tragedy. 

Modern tragedies flow from circumstance (rather than from tragic flaws or fickle 

destinies), as  impersonal social forces bring about the fall of an admirable character, for whom 

we feel not “pity and terror” but regret. And there is much that is admirable about Eastwood’s 

Kuribayashi, as there is about Field Marshal Erwin Rommel as depicted by James Mason in the 

comparably tragic The Desert Fox (1951). Kuribayashi’s life seems to show he lacked the hot 

fanaticism and cold corruption of the usual Japanese officer of wartime Hollywood (Richard 

Loo, for example, in Milestone’s The Purple Heart [1944]). As deputy military attaché to the 

Japanese ambassador in Washington in 1929-30, he came to admire much of American culture 

– even attending Harvard, albeit briefly. His published letters (on which Eastwood’s film is 

partly based) paint him as a warm and devoted family man, and he had little enthusiasm for 

war against the United States. Moreover, his second in command, Colonel Nishi (Tsuyoshi 

Ihara) had been the Equestrian Gold Medalist at the 1932 Los Angeles Olympics and dined 

with Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks. Letters tells us virtually all these things. As leaders, 

Nishi and Kuribayashi better exemplify traditional bushido chivalry than do any of their 

officers.6 

One brute is Captain Tanida (Takumi Bando), a violent disciplinarian and a man clearly 

capable of taking part in the Rape of Nanking. The same might be said of Shimuzu’s former 
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boss, a military police sergeant who appears in a flashback. In the spirit of the death-cult 

interpretation of bushido, the zealous Lieutenant Ito (Shidô Nakamura) is about to behead two 

of his own soldiers as “cowards”: they have escaped from the tunnels under Suribachi rather 

than commit suicide with the rest of their squad. Startled and rebuked by Kuribayashi, whom he 

considers to be a weak American sympathizer, Ito tries to regain face by blowing himself up 

under an American tank. 

Letters shows that shortly after his arrival in 1944, Kuribayashi ordered the small civilian 

population of fishing and sulfur-mining families evacuated to the mainland. Realizing that Iwo’s 

beaches of black volcanic pebbles could not be defended against an invasion fleet, he ordered 

construction of a labyrinthine eleven-mile network of fortified tunnels, caves, bunkers, and 

blockhouses under the island, whose eight square miles are only one-third the area of 

Manhattan. Some tunnels dipped fifty feet below ground. By February 19, 1945, D Day, 

Kuribayashi’s troops had built seven tiers of stacked defenses under Mount Suribachi alone and 

laced the island’s terrain with interlocking fields of fire. 

Fighting from within his fortifications, he hoped, would inflict unacceptable losses on the 

Americans: by demonstrating the unshakable resolve of the Japanese, it might deter any 

invasion of the main islands. (In a very real way, this happened. After terrible losses on Iwo Jima 

and Okinawa – where similar defensive tactics were used – it became obvious to the United 

States that a full-scale invasion of Japan would mean catastrophic casualties for both sides: the 

obvious alternative was the atom bomb.) 

But Kuribayashi knows Iwo Jima will fall. Rations are low, and months earlier, he’d 

announced he would eat the same scant rations as his men. Fresh water comes only from the 
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sky. Men are wracked by a sometimes fatal dysentery. The garrison’s fighter planes have been 

withdrawn to defend Tokyo, and its battle tanks – to be commanded by Nishi – are inoperable 

for lack of parts. The Japanese Combined Fleet has been destroyed.7 Tokyo, moreover, has 

concealed the gravity of the situation from even its own generals and admirals. As the end 

approaches, and with few men left alive and food and water gone, Kuribayashi – who did not 

expect to hold out more than five days – writes to his wife, 

 

I bid you farewell. For the country, I could not fulfill all of my duties. Now that we have no 

ammunition, it is with regret that we must perish. 

 

On day one of the invasion, he’d addressed his soldiers: 

 

I trust that you will fight with honor. This island is of utmost importance to Japan. Should 

the island fall, the enemy will use it as their base to attack our homeland….Our duty is to 

stop the enemy right here. Not one of you is allowed to die until you have killed ten 

enemy soldiers.  Do not expect to return home alive. 

I will always be in front of you. 

 

And he is, leading on foot a futile, last charge against the foe on the thirty-sixth day of battle, a 

full month after the American flag-raising on the volcano (the flag is seen here as an 

insignificant speck in the distance) and after virtually his entire garrison of 18,000 men has been 

killed. The precise location of Kuribayashi’s island grave is unknown. 
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Though we see Kuribayashi, Saigo, and Shimizu writing letters home – sometimes only in 

their heads, like John Ireland in A Walk in the Sun (1945) – the reason for the film’s title is not 

completely revealed till the very end. We learn then that no Japanese mail could leave the island, 

and none of the letters was ever delivered. They were dug out of the earth by archaeologists in 

2005. 

Released initially in Japan (where neither the battle nor the general were well known to 

Generation Y), Letters was well received and remained number one at the box-office for several 

weeks: Japanese filmgoers believed it effectively portrayed the relentlessness of the battle and 

the upright character of General Kuribayashi. In the West, reviewers were also complimentary, 

though sometimes asserting that the understated presentation was unevenly focused and 

occasionally facile. (A Japanese and an American mother both urge their sons to “do what is 

right.”) In Japan and elsewhere, however, critics on the left or right charged Eastwood and 

Yamashita with sins of Orientalism, cultural imperialism, ignorance, erasing history, or 

neglecting the heroism of kamikaze pilots (largely volunteers)  who struck at the U.S. fleet. One 

asserted that the film means to show that America is “superior.” To other viewers of the film, 

such charges will seem either exaggerated, tendentious, or incomprehensible. One claim, 

echoed by the British Independent on Sunday, is that the only rational and decent Japanese are 

those (Kuribayashi and Nishi) who spent time in high-class American circles – a reading that 

crassly glosses over the sympathetic, working-class privates Saigo and Shimizu – both clearly 

good fellows – not to mention the countless minor roles and extras who are decent and rational 

by default. In the U.S., a few right-wing critics thought that the politically conservative Eastwood 

had insulted the Marine Corps by having a pair of weary Americans shoot two Japanese 
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prisoners, while, in a mawkish and unconvincing scene, Nishi orders medical attention for a 

marine. They also objected to the movie’s failure to emphasize how sadistic the Japanese could 

be to captured enemies almost as a matter of policy.8 

There are heroes, villains, and victims on both sides, but the critics, left and right, are a 

finicky bunch, displeased that Letters from Iwo Jima is not the propagandist movie they want to 

see. But it does have its flaws. Perhaps most regrettable, aside from a failure to convey the sense 

that Iwo Jima kept grinding out death for five hellish weeks rather than what feels like just two 

or three days, is that its good intentions are insufficiently buoyed by technique. Its scope is so 

limited, or its budget so low ($19,000,000, one fifth that of Flags of Our Fathers) that its 

understated emotions stay superficial. That’s unfortunate, because one may not think at the end 

much more than, “It was okay for a combat movie.” 

The Second World War left a legacy of great photographs, including Joe Rosenthal’s. 

There’s another Iwo Jima photo, though, not so well known but dramatic enough to have 

appeared on the cover of Life magazine a few weeks after it was taken. This is W. Eugene Smith’s 

picture of the vast explosion of a Japanese blockhouse blown up an instant before by a team of 

marines. The mushrooming black cloud might be a hundred feet high and thirty or forty feet 

across in the middle of its column. Crouched behind a boulder, the four marines are dwarfed by 

the blast amid a surreal landscape of rocks and topless, scrawny trunks. Inside the blockhouse, 

Life tells us, were an unknown number of Japanese who  had chosen immolation over surrender.9 

That’s the image that best epitomizes the desperate struggle for Iwo. The ferocious 

struggle for control of a sulfurous, rocky island in the Pacific developed into one of the 

monumental battles of history. Nearly 7,000 U. S. marines died on Iwo Jima trying to root out 
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the Japanese. That was roughly twice as many members of the Corps as lost their lives in all 

previous wars since 1775 combined. But some 19,000 Japanese paid the same ultimate price. 

Ninety percent of Iwo’s defenders were killed in battle or by suicide. In his March 19 

communiqué, Fleet Admiral Chester Nimitz declared that among the marines, “uncommon valor 

was a common virtue.”10 It was so not only among the marines. 

Smith’s picture suggests depths of violence, toil, horror, and resolve that Letters from Iwo 

Jima tries to plumb but, regrettably, can only glimpse.  
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Amen. (2002) 
 

olf Hochhuth’s explosive stage drama, The Deputy (Der Stellvertreter, 1963) has been 

called many things, including “quite possibly the most important Christian document 

to develop from the abysmal tragedy of World War II,” and “one of the scarring moral 

parables of our age.” In it, the 31-year-old, largely self-educated German playwright blasted the 

wartime pope, Pius XII, and in effect the Catholic Church, for failing to speak out or act against 

Nazi persecutions. Hochhuth’s Pius is a narrow, calculating sectarian, blatantly indifferent to the 

suffering of Jews in particular, who might have cut short the Holocaust through repeated moral 

condemnation. That, in Hochhuth’s view, would have moved German Catholics, and possibly the 

world, to action, and turned civilization decisively against Hitler at a time (1942-44) when reports 

of the “Final Solution” were largely unknown or shrugged off.1  

 Hochhuth’s explosive charge of papal nonfeasance generated controversy at a level that 

may be “unique in the history of the drama.” In Paris, fistfights broke out in the audience amid 

shouts of “Pius! Pius!” and ‘‘To hell with the Jews!” West German Chancellor Ludwig Erhard 

excoriated the playwright as a “hooligan and a good-for-nothing,” and his government submitted 

an official apology to the Vatican. From a different perspective, American Nazis, denying the 

Holocaust in the first place, demonstrated loudly against the play on Broadway.2  

 Nearly forty years after the original controversy, writer-director Costa-Gavras produced 

Amen., an absorbing adaptation of Hochhuth’s drama that many will consider long overdue. 

Amen., written with Jean-Claude Grumberg, is the auteur’s twelfth film since the Oscar-winning Z 

(1969), a political thriller based on the 1963 killing of a Greek socialist by far-right assassins with 

government connections. Z ‘s prologue explains that any resemblance to actual events or people 

R 
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is “not by chance.” The same applies—in spades—to Amen., and the affected full stop in the title 

emphasizes the writer-director’s belief—or hope—that nothing is left to say about the power of 

moral corruption in man, societies, and institutions. But whether the wartime Pope Pius XII is the 

best exemplar of top-level corruption is open to question. 

 Amen. begins abruptly in 1936 as Štefan Lux, a man with a pistol, walks down a 

colonnaded hall resembling a hall of mirrors. He’s going to upend an assembly of the League of 

Nations to declare that Jews are being persecuted in Germany, and the “world doesn’t care.” The 

only way he sees to mobilize world opinion is to shoot himself in front of the world’s diplomats. 

They’re horrified but quickly recover. Cut to a marching band in Germany a few years later. 

Bedecked with swastikas, it might be celebrating the imminent killing of the lines of mentally 

challenged and otherwise “unfit” persons collected nearby. A character known only as “the Doctor” 

(played weaselly and well by Ulrich Mühle) smiles at them as they’re checked in. Then trucks carry 

them to the Hadamar Psychiatric Clinic for final disposal by carbon monoxide.3  

 In Vienna, meanwhile, First Lieutenant Kurt Gerstein (an earnest Ulrich Tukur) of the 

Waffen-SS Hygiene Institute is lecturing fellow officers on the use of a pesticide called Zyklon-B, 

recently developed to fumigate barracks of lice, fleas, and other vermin. Gerstein, a chemical 

engineer, is enthusiastic. Not only will Zyklon-B kill insects, it can also purify water for troops on 

the battlefield. Zyklon-B will do wonders for the war effort. 

 Home in Berlin, Gerstein is passed by a truckload of trumpet-blowing Hitler Youth, whose 

banner reads, “Führer Commands. We Obey. Everyone Says Yes!” But Kurt’s family has terrible 

news: his niece has died suddenly, and an urn containing her ashes has arrived from Hadamar with 

a note that she’d died of a “cold, followed by a pulmonary abscess.” Kurt, a devoted Christian, 
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soon learns from his pastor that someone else received two urns for one relative, each with a letter 

specifying a different cause of death. The explanation is somehow obvious. “As Christians, we 

cannot accept euthanasia!” says the pastor. But what, Kurt asks, what will you do? “Protest….Every 

Christian leader shall protest!” And in the next scene, the Bishop of Münster in full regalia angrily 

warns a panel of judges that the Church knows about the killings of “unproductive” Germans and 

will inform the faithful if the euthanasia does not end. This he does. He points out to his flock that 

some day, every one of them will be “unproductive,” that badly wounded soldiers—maybe your 

relative, maybe you—will be reckoned “unproductive.” The euthanasia ends. But those victims 

were not Jews. 

 These events move along quickly, setting the stage for a fictionalized plot that doesn’t 

distort events more than necessary to make its point. The SS soon finds that Zyklon-B works as 

well on people as on insects, and Gerstein is staggered to see with his own eyes that the 

pesticide/disinfectant he delivers in good faith is being employed to eradicate Jews (or “units” as 

the executioners call them). He tries to get the word out to the world through neutral Sweden: the 

Swedish ambassador’s secretary tries, but nothing comes of it. When Kurt tells a few trusted, 

equally devout Protestant friends who privately oppose Hitler, they don’t believe him: “Germans 

are incapable of such atrocities!” Besides, if Kurt’s account is true, no one can do anything about it 

but pray for the victims. No dissident can escape the Gestapo. A woman pathetically explains to 

him that she’s already resisting Hitler by simply refusing to heil. Kurt decides that only a 

denunciation by the Holy See of the murder of Jews would carry enough moral authority to 

persuade German Catholics and the world’s Christians that the Holocaust is real, and that world 

must act, somehow, to stop it. 
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 When Kurt risks his life to plead with the Vatican nuncio in Berlin for assistance, the 

Cardinal (Michel Duchaussoy) throws him out: the charges are ridiculous, and Gerstein is obviously 

a Gestapo agent (“How stupid do they think we are?”). One young Jesuit on the Cardinal’s staff, 

however—a fictional Father Riccardo Fontana (a wide-eyed but determined Mathieu Kassovitz)—

wants to learn more. He visits Gerstein at home and assures him he will alert the pope. 

 Much of Amen.’s remaining action centers on Riccardo’s futile effort to persuade Vatican 

officials and Pius himself that the Nazi regime is annihilating Jews from all over Europe, and on 

Kurt’s risky but feeble attempts to interrupt deliveries of Zyklon right under the nose of the affably 

evil Doctor, now his commanding officer. The Church’s response to Riccardo swings between 

apathy and fear. Were the pope to speak out, Riccardo is told, Europe’s Catholics might join the 

lists of the doomed, clergy especially—and not just in Germany. Furthermore the Vatican cannot 

act on “rumors.” Riccardo protests that the Church in Europe is better placed to verify the 

genocide than anyone else, but he is met with silence. When he manages to speak for one 

moment to the pope himself, Pius assures him that he is doing what he can. Which, according to 

the movie, is essentially nothing. Freight trains punctuate the film, hurrying back and forth across 

Europe, boxcars full on one trip, doors wide open to show their emptiness on the way back. What 

makes it a little kitschy is the ironically elegant violin accompaniment, reminiscent of Rimsky-

Korsakov’s “Flight of the Bumblebee.”  

 In the decades since Pius’s death in 1958, the debate over his response to the Holocaust—

a debate ignited by The Deputy—has not been resolved to public satisfaction. Israel’s official 

Holocaust Memorial, Yad Vashem, is moderately positive on the issue—hardly what one might 

expect after watching Amen. A plaque notes that the pope’s “neutrality prevented harsher 
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measures against the Vatican and the Church’s institutions throughout Europe, thus enabling a 

considerable number of secret rescue activities to take place at different levels of the Church.” A 

publication of the Memorial expresses confidence that a further opening of the Vatican Archives 

will clarify Pius’s wartime actions.4  

 But Yad Vashem also declines to place Pius among the 27,000 “righteous gentiles” from all 

over Europe, honored by name for sheltering and saving the lives of Jews during World War II. 

Persons honored range from Queen Mother Helen of Romania to German industrialist Oskar 

Schindler to Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg to Wehrmacht Sergeant Anton Schmid. Papal 

nuncios Andrea Cosulo and Angelo Rotta, are listed among the righteous, as is Angelo Roncalli, 

the future John XXIII. 

 A far more favorable view of the pope than Costa-Gavras’s was held by Sir Martin Gilbert, 

biographer of Winston S. Churchill: Gilbert may have been the most distinguished historian to 

conclude that the idea of a paralyzed, aloof, probably anti-Semitic pope turning a blind eye to the 

fate of the Jews is false. Gilbert, who was Jewish himself, argues that Pius’s silence was a prudent 

cover for his private efforts to encourage Catholic clergy to shield as many Jews as possible. How 

many Jews and others were saved, directly and indirectly, through the pope’s actions behind the 

scenes? The least number, in Gilbert’s view, may have been 40,000. Furthermore, the Israeli 

historian, diplomat, and theologian Pinchas Lapide wrote that the pope, unlike millions of other 

Christians of all stripes, “alleviated, relieved, retrieved, appealed, petitioned—and saved as best he 

could by his own lights.” Lapide went much further than Gilbert: he estimated in 1967 that “the 

Catholic Church under the pontificate of Pius XII was instrumental in saving at least 700,000, but 

probably as many as 860,000, Jews from certain death at Nazi hands.” When the Germans took 
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control of Italy in 1944, “orders went out to all monasteries to shelter Jews.” Gilbert held 

playwright Hochhuth chiefly responsible for the popular idea that Pius would not aid the Jews, and 

ultimately for its later elaboration by journalist John Cornwell that he was both a confirmed anti-

Semite and well disposed toward Hitler.5  

 Yet Susan Zuccotti and others have concluded that Pius XII, for an assortment of reasons, 

did comparatively little for any Jews, even in Italy. David Kertzer has found documents, among 

Vatican Archives released in 2020, that record of discussions “at the highest level” concerning the 

roundup of Italian Jews, “steeped in anti-Semitic language” and expressing “contempt …[and] 

traditional anti-Jewish smears.” Kertzer writes that the Vatican’s attitude toward Jews “remained 

hostile” even as the victims were being hauled away, virtually in front of them. On occasions when 

European Jews were aided and protected by Catholic clergy—and many were—clergy acted on 

their own initiative or with the support of Vatican diplomats like Angelo Roncalli. It is frankly 

difficult to reconcile the almost diametrically opposed view among distinguished scholars of the 

evidence of papal action or inaction.6  

 Costa-Gavras uses the silence of the pope and the limited concern of American diplomats 

on screen to make all concerned into accessories after the fact. He also assumes that the pope 

alone might have roused the world against the Holocaust. But is this true? 

 Regardless of the answer, the pope’s voice, however, was not the only influential one: 

outside the Vatican the highest secular authorities had not been silent. On December 17, 1942, the 

governments of the eleven United Nations plus the French National Committee denounced in 

blistering, concise, and accurate language Nazi atrocities against the Jews. Their joint declaration 

was read in the British House of Commons by House Leader Sir Anthony Eden, released officially 
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by the U.S. Department of State, and published to millions of readers on page one of the New 

York Times, in the Times of London, and in other papers. The Allied declaration made it known 

that: 

 

German authorities…are now carrying into effect Hitler’s oft-repeated intention to 

exterminate the Jewish people in Europe. From all the occupied countries Jews are 

being transported, in conditions of appalling horror and brutality, to Eastern 

Europe. In Poland, which has been made the principal Nazi slaughterhouse, the 

ghettos established by the German invaders are being systematically emptied of all 

Jews except a few highly skilled workers required for war industries. None of those 

taken away are ever heard of again. The able-bodied are slowly worked to death in 

labor camps. The infirm are left to die of exposure and starvation or are deliberately 

massacred in mass executions. The number of victims of these bloody cruelties is 

reckoned in many hundreds of thousands of entirely innocent men, women and 

children. 7  

 

The Allied governments formally and explicitly condemned this “bestial policy of cold-blooded 

extermination” and reaffirmed their “solemn resolution to ensure that those responsible for these 

crimes shall not escape retribution, and to press on with the necessary practical measures to this 

end.” 

 So the popular contention that the Allies knew nothing or, like the pope, said nothing, 

about the Holocaust till the Soviet liberation of Auschwitz in 1944, is false. Of course, they could 
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have said more. Much more. The declaration, despite its historic significance, was allowed to be 

submerged by other wartime developments. (“The world already knows,” says the Doctor, late in 

the war, “but divine anger is not rumbling from the skies.”) 

The independence and sovereignty of Vatican City were established by the Lateran Treaty 

of 1929, which also demanded permanent and total neutrality for the Vatican in international 

relations. Pius meant to keep the Vatican “impartial.” Thus he condemned more than once the 

war’s violence, but in general and surprisingly bland language: no public statement mentioned 

specifically the Nazi annihilation of Jews (or the German invasion of the Soviet Union or Japanese 

atrocities in Asia, for that matter). In his Christmas message for 1942—broadcast a week after the 

United Nations declaration and providing a dramatic moment in Amen. as Kurt and Riccardo listen 

in secret with bated breath—Pius spoke almost cryptically, and in just one sentence, of “those 

hundreds of thousands who, without any fault on their part, sometimes only because of their 

nationality or race, have been consigned to death or to a slow decline.” (Costa-Gavras and 

Grumberg regrettably fail to mention that in places like Croatia, Jews and others were murdered 

with the encouragement of some Catholic priests, and that the President of fascist Slovakia was 

the prelate Monsignor Josef Tiso, executed in 1947 for crimes against humanity.) 

Amen. contrasts Gerstein and Fontana—heroes of conscience—with the self-serving, self-

protective apathy of nearly everybody else who isn’t more or less enthusiastically following orders. 

Pius XII does next to nothing of substance for the cause of love or justice or even moral clarity. 

(The film gives him no personal credit for granting sanctuary to the converted Jews of Rome.) But 

the pope’s singular role as head of the church as well as head of state placed him in a complex 

position. On July 26, 1942, the Primate of the Netherlands and other Dutch bishops had issued 
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their own pastoral letter publicly condemning Nazi deportations of Dutch workers and Jews to 

Germany. The response of the Nazis was to add Catholics of Jewish descent to their target list in 

Holland. Amen. acknowledges Pius’s fear that enraging Hitler would do nothing for the Jews but 

might lead to a Nazi crackdown on Catholics, a schism in the Catholic church, and perhaps a 

German or Italian move on the Vatican and on the papacy itself. Presumably unbeknownst to the 

pope, the Reich Central Security Office reacted ominously to even the muted criticism in his 

Christmas broadcast 1942, advising Security Chief Reinhard Heydrich that, “In a manner never 

known before, the pope has repudiated the National Socialist New European Order....Here he is 

virtually accusing the German people of injustice toward the Jews and makes himself the 

mouthpiece of the Jewish war criminals.” On the other hand, there were no subsequent official 

reprisals. As Edward M. Keating observed in his early Washington Post review of The Deputy, the 

pope was faced with one of the most dramatic and agonizing decisions in history: he failed to 

“take that awful act that might have saved millions or might have made of Europe an endless 

Holocaust.” 8 

According to Amen., the Church acted on behalf of no Jews at all until the Nazis occupied 

Rome in October 1943, seizing Roman Jews indiscriminately, including those who had converted 

to Catholicism. Costa-Gavras shows these terrified people given sanctuary in church buildings 

while the unconverted are loaded on trucks for Auschwitz. No public objection to the Roman 

deportations and no defense of the Jews comes from the supreme pontiff.  

The implication of Amen. is that the Vatican’s indifference, fear and hatred of Stalin, and 

personal and institutional antisemitism had kept world opinion unaware of the Holocaust. If only 

Pius XII had spoken out! But—a more fundamental issue—the news had been broadcast by the 
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Allies to millions, and with little practical effect. One might argue it had no effect at all. It certainly 

had none on the prosecution of the war. 

As for personal reactions to the Final Solution other than the pope’s, Amen. runs the 

gamut. The SS practitioners are coarse, cruel, and enthusiastic, or more subtly, like the Doctor—a 

Mengele type—cynical and soulless: one or two faces betray brief revulsion at the sight, through 

historically correct peepholes, of men, women, and children being gassed off camera. Besides the 

shock, disbelief, and terror of Gerstein’s co-religionists, his father thinks that Jews are justly being 

“sidelined” and “relocated,” not slaughtered. The Swedes are ineffectual, the Americans lethargic, 

as though the Final Solution is what you’d expect from Hitler, who’ll be defeated regardless. The 

papal nuncio is scornful: Jews are not the Church’s responsibility. In Rome, Cardinal Hudal is an 

anti-Semite ready at the end of the war to smuggle Nazi war criminals to the United States or 

South America. Unlike Hochhuth’s morally corrupt pope, Costa-Gavras’s pope is an enigma: so far 

as we can tell, he is troubled but timid, turning to less politically fraught matters like the Allied 

bombing of the Monte Cassino monastery, erroneously thought to conceal Germans. He may also 

believe that denouncing Hitler, who tolerated the church, would be lending support to Stalin, who 

wished to destroy it. The best we can say is that Costa-Gavras’s Pius XII comes off as more timid 

and self-deceiving than Hochhuth’s, who actively washes his hands of the Jews. But neither writer 

allows him much time on stage to reveal himself.9  

By the end of Amen., Fr. Riccardo is in Auschwitz, and Lieutenant Gerstein, a POW, is 

accused of war crimes by the French. Their fates are complementary and equally, grimly ironic. 

Upbeat as usual, the Doctor is on his way to safety in Argentina. In spite of history, we’d like to 

believe nevertheless that the West’s single most revered religious figure and symbol of goodwill 
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might, with a few well-chosen words, have stopped cold one of the worst crimes in history. While 

Amen. shows that didn’t happen, it preserves hope by insisting that through greater high-level 

compassion and less self-interest in the Church it could have and would have been stopped. 

 Really? The worst horror may lie in pondering that question too deeply. 

 Though Gerstein’s name was officially rehabilitated by the West German government in 

1965, there is one more twisted irony to his story. Just before he was found hanged in his cell, the 

Allies had charged him with complicity in genocide. In 1950 his widow asked a denazification court 

to review the case and clear his name. After deliberation, the Court endorsed the charges. Why? 

The Court’s opinion was that, given his extensive inside knowledge of the workings of the 

Holocaust, Gerstein should have acted more effectively to thwart it.10  
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Glory (1989) 
 

he last Ed Zwick project before Glory was a TV dramedy called thirtysomething 

(modestly lowercase and no hyphen), whose title took sufficient hold to spawn 

“twentysomething” and as many more somethings as might be needed to describe 

adult human life. In Glory, however, Zwick and scenarist Kevin Jarre (writer of Rambo: First Blood 

Part II) go for a very different something—a drama based on a history previously unpondered by 

Hollywood: the Civil War record of 180,000 African-American soldiers, both freemen and escaped 

slaves who, under white officers, voluntarily manned 166 segregated regiments for the sake of 

Union, against slavery, and, not incidentally, for recognition of their own human dignity. Some 

sixty of these units saw action on the battlefield. Their members were the first African-American 

soldiers enlisted, uniformed, and armed by the government since the 1790s. In two and a half 

years of service, their numbers came to make up 10% of the Union army. Some 40,000 died on 

active duty.  

In honoring the 54th Massachusetts Volunteers—the most prominent black infantry unit—

Zwick and Jarre endorse the now often suspect position that martial glory is a thing of value—not 

glory in a cynical sense of adulation and egotistical pride, but glory in the classical sense: renown 

rightly earned through self-sacrifice for the public good. But that kind of glory now goes largely 

unmentioned, even on Memorial Day: the idea seems embarrassing—or worse, fraudulent. Its false 

promise of personal satisfaction and popular acclaim as a reward for surviving hell was long a sad 

pitfall for unthinking youth. But by the time the final credits roll, the filmmakers have made their 

point. 

Glory’s black Yankee soldiers were about seventy-five years overdue, especially for film 

T 
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fans who learn history only from movies. Year zero, of course, was 1915, the date of D. W. Griffith’s 

blindly racist epic of war and Reconstruction, The Birth of a Nation. Fifty years after the war, 

Griffith’s single prominent black soldier is a would-be rapist punished by the Klan. And while Gone 

with the Wind (1939) is justly famous for its boom shot of countless Confederate wounded at the 

railway station in Atlanta—one of the most impactful movie images of the Civil War—it barely 

notices slavery and contains nothing to foreshadow Glory’s ridges of whip scars on Denzel 

Washington’s back. Before Glory, African-American soldiers of any era were the focus of screen 

attention just three times: Mark Robson’s dramatically uninspired but daringly anti-racist Home of 

the Brave (1949) was the first, though it focused on the experience of just one man (James 

Edwards). John Ford’s yet more daring Sergeant Rutledge (1960) focused again on one man, 

though in the context of an entire company of the black U.S. Ninth Cavalry in the 1880s. Ford’s 

well-designed film profited from Bert (Stagecoach) Glennon’s cinematography and by the physical 

presence of 6’4” Woody Strode as the ex-slave Rutledge, a dignified figure falsely charged with 

two murders and interracial rape. Sergeant Rutledge was strong stuff during the Civil Rights 

movement, and it was only the second feature after Griffith even to acknowledge the existence of 

black soldiers in the nineteenth century. (Chicago’s African-American Defender rated it a “really 

great film,” and the New York Times found it “thoughtful,…biting, interesting, and stimulating.”1) 

Finally, Norman Jewison’s unusually nuanced A Soldier’s Story (1984) depicted racism of more 

than one kind in World War II hindering, and then revealed by, an Army murder investigation. 

 Glory’s subject, however, is a whole regiment of 600 men, and its point of view shifts 

appropriately between four fictional black tentmates and their white colonel, the very real 

Bostonian Robert Gould Shaw (Matthew Broderick), whose background and battlefield experience 
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recommended him to Governor John Andrew as a good choice to lead the newly commissioned—

and controversial—unit.  

Few filmgoers will have heard of Shaw or his African-American volunteers, even though a 

bronze monument to Gould, cast by Augustus Saint-Gaudens, has stood on Boston Common since 

1897. (Though Gould is honored personally, it was the first war memorial in the country to portray 

African-American soldiers.) Zwick and Jarre’s mission to honor the regiment as well as its 

commander makes it incumbent to explain that “Robert Gould Shaw, the son of wealthy Boston 

abolitionists,” enlisted to fight in the “War between the States” when he was twenty-three. “His 

letters are collected in the Houghton Library of Harvard University.”  

So the story you are about to see is true—well, as it turns out, pretty true.  

Cue immediately the ethereal sound of the Boys Choir of Harlem, as an army camp looms 

in the pearly dawn. Yankee soldiers of the Army of the Potomac are soon eating meals, reading 

letters, milling around, playing baseball. But insistent snare drums lurk behind the choral 

harmonies, and before we know it, field artillery is galloping through the woods, and men are on 

the march, Robert G. Shaw included. Meanwhile he’s composing one of those letters in his head—

a threadbare but convenient trope. And he’s an optimist too. He tells his mother, “You mustn’t 

think that any of us are going to be killed.” (Uh-oh.) The marching and galloping, however, are still 

only practice, even as the drums really begin to thud. Director Zwick rounded up over a thousand 

dedicated Civil War re-enactors as extras (and uncredited military advisers), and their natty 

performance of close-order drill, wheeling into line, and other regimental evolutions, with 

glittering bayonets and flags flying, is made even more impressive through Freddie Francis’s 

sweeping camera and golden-hour cinematography. The scene is a romantic Civil War dream, 
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made weightless and beautiful by James (Titanic) Horner’s score and the Oscar-winning Francis’s 

aestheticizing lens. Made pretty much the opposite, that is, of what it was like to be there, in close 

ranks under fifty pounds of equipment, blinded by the soon-to-be setting sun.2  

As Shaw, Matthew Broderick sports more baby fat than the real Shaw in formal 

photographs, and at a modest 5’8”, Broderick is still three inches taller.3 But Matt is no longer the 

fun-loving psychopath of Ferris Beuller’s Day Off or the big-eyed rookie of Biloxi Blues. He carries 

the role of volunteer colonel with a nice blend of determination, responsibility, awkwardness, and 

authority. Regrettably, though, when Shaw/Broderick sounds Glory’s keynote of emancipation and 

democracy in that fictional letter to mom, some of it sounds like it was ghost-written by a 

progressive English prof of the far future: 

 

[W]e must make it a whole country for all who live here, so that all can speak. …We 

fight for men and women whose poetry is not yet written, but which will presently 

be as enviable and as renowned as any.  

 

(Was the war really fought for the cause of literature? Few thought so.) 

Shaw, soon leading a charge at Antietam, is grazed by a bullet, and he’s too stunned and 

scared to rise from the ground and fall back with the rest of his company—not surprising, since 

he’s just seen men drop all round him and another officer’s head blown off. He’s eventually 

nudged awake by the boot of gravedigger Morgan Freeman (not coincidentally the future top 

sergeant of the 54th) and, abashed, makes his way back to a hospital tent, in whose bloody 

confines Broderick’s face registers the departure of any lingering illusions about war. In spite of his 
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earlier paralysis, Shaw’s readiness to go back—as the new colonel of an untested black regiment—

proves his hero credentials.4  

Gould’s family was fervently abolitionist (he was less so), but white America in the 

nineteenth century generally spoke about black people in two styles: contempt and derision on 

the one hand and paternalism or condescension on the other. Each pole, however, inevitably 

supported white supremacy (the “common sense” of the time). Across the spectrum, racism was so 

deeply bred that not even Frederick Douglass had a special word for it.  

 And white superstition of 1861 held that black men could never make good soldiers: they 

might be trained to fight, but they had neither the capacity nor the inherited Anglo-American 

martial traditions to adapt to battle. Nor did they have the mettle to stand against a determined 

white enemy. Many whites, moreover, thought it would be a disgrace to field black soldiers in 

defense of the Union: white troops, some said, would become demoralized and quit the war. To 

enlist black troops would suggest that blacks might match whites in ability, steadfastness, 

initiative, and intelligence (a radical view not even all abolitionists shared). It also suggested to 

some that white patriots couldn’t preserve the Union alone and needed the help of a people 

whom God had warranted to be their inferiors and slaves. (The fear that the North would rapidly 

expend its white manpower in battles like Shaw’s Antietam was one reason for enlisting blacks—

just in case.) 

Glory may leave the impression that the 54th—formed early in 1863—was the first African-

American regiment enlisted in federal service. It wasn’t. Since summer ’62, eleven others had been 

manned by former slaves, all but one (the 1st Kansas Colored Volunteers) in Union-occupied areas 

of the South. The 54th, however, was the first black regiment recruited in the Northeast and the 
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first made up overwhelmingly of Northern free men of color. Its personnel eventually came from 

twenty-four states (five of them Confederate), Canada, and the Caribbean, making the 54th 

geographically the most representative of all black regiments, as well as the most celebrated: the 

obvious choice for a movie role as a microcosm of black experience in the Union army. 

Glory, like films from The Big Parade to The Devil’s Brigade, follows a rag-tag assortment of 

recruits as they train for and are then subjected to combat; but Shaw—their new commanding 

officer—has also to prove himself, like David Niven in the similarly structured The Way Ahead 

(1944). Zwick’s cast does well with the limited elbow room the script allows. Among the broadly 

drawn volunteers, Denzel Washington is cynical; Morgan Freeman is tough but avuncular. Andre 

Braugher is highly cultured and Jihmi Kennedy is highly country. So conditioned are we by movie 

character types that Braugher’s bespectacled young black man of the 1860s, fond of the essays of 

Emerson and Charles Fourier, is startling. Braugher’s character—a completely fictional childhood 

friend of Shaw’s—is thus Glory’s most disappointingly underdeveloped figure—particularly since 

he’s a stand-in for Frederick Douglass’s two well-educated sons in the 54th, one of whom, Lewis, 

became battalion sergeant-major. 

Washington plays Private Trip, Colonel Shaw’s enlisted foil, in an Oscar-winning 

performance. Unlike his tentmates, he’s such a Vietnam-era hipster you wonder why he’s risking 

his neck for any cause at all. When he slips from camp overnight seeking shoes, Shaw has him 

flogged without trial, and we see on Trip’s back the lurid ridges left by previous whippings in 

bondage. Military flogging, however, long an accepted punishment for real desertion, required 

sentence of a court and was abolished in 1861: Shaw—a severe enough disciplinarian—never 

employed it, and he’d have been court-martialed if he had.5 (But think of the symbolism: even the 
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liberal white colonel treats Trip like a slave.)  

Glory often messes with facts but never mangles the truth behind them. In a focal conflict 

between the troops and the system, the 54th, which had been assured of the same pay as white 

soldiers ($13 a month for a private), on payday gets $10. Trip rips up his voucher and angrily 

declares that no one will fight until they get their rightful pay. Mutiny seems imminent till Shaw 

tears up his own voucher and vows before the regiment to refuse his own pay until his soldiers get 

what they were promised. Enthusiastic cheers. And in the next scene, the men are not only paid in 

full: they get their long-delayed uniforms, shoes, and rifles too. 

 The pay dispute is true, and significant to a full understanding of the 54th, but the army’s 

failure to supply equipment till the troops go on strike is not. Redressing the injustice of miserly 

pay, moreover, was in fact complicated and interminably drawn out. And, of course, redress was 

tediously legislative rather than immediate and cinematic. In sober fact, the 54th was paid nothing 

for the first six months of its existence, despite a written protest from Shaw to Governor Andrew 

that, without full pay, they should be “mustered out of the service”—proof of the bond that had 

developed between the commander and his men. Yet the soldiers continued to serve. In South 

Carolina on September 7, 1863, weeks after their baptism of fire and the death of Shaw, a 

paymaster arrived with $10 a month in back wages for each man, less $3 for clothing—the scale 

not for soldiers but for black laborers. The men refused to take it. In a harangue combining insult, 

threat, and crude patronization, the brigade commander warned of court-martial and executions; 

the regiment replied that, as American soldiers under oath to the Constitution, they would serve 

on principle and shame the government into paying them properly. Until then they would decline 

all pay. Shaw’s successors, Colonel Hallowell and Lieutenant Colonel Hooper, also backed the 
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soldiers in writing. When Governor Andrew and the legislature offered state funds to make up the 

difference, Hallowell was steadfast: the regiment refused to shift the fiscal burden from 

Washington to the taxpayers of Massachusetts. Hooper—an attorney—even argued that a soldier 

facing court-martial could not lawfully be tried because he’d been recruited under false pretenses 

and was thus not legally a soldier. “What false friend,” wrote one enlisted man, “has been 

misrepresenting us to the Governor, to make him think that our necessities outweigh our self-

respect?”7 Regardless of the crookedness and ineptitude of the “system” or the hardship imposed, 

self-respect demanded—in 1863—the soldiers’ fulfillment of their oath. In 1989, the film audience 

is expected to demand radical defiance instead—which brings immediate material results.  

An act of Congress finally authorized equal pay regardless of race, and the 54th was 

belatedly paid in full, with a raise, from date of enlistment. But that was in 1864, more than a year 

after Fort Wagner, more than six months after another big battle for the 54th at Olustee, Florida, 

and almost two full years after its members (like nearly 75% of free Northern black men of military 

age) had entered Union service. The whole sorry tale could sustain a motion picture of its own.8 

Pay wasn’t the only problem. In Glory, Shaw reads out a joint resolution of the Confederate 

Congress issued on May 1, 1863, which specified that, if captured, black Union troops must be 

treated and tried as slaves in revolt. Though not specifically mandated, execution for the soldiers 

and their “inciting” white officers was suggested. Particularly since it tended to discourage the 

taking of prisoners from black units on the battlefield, the law was as savagely vindictive as any in 

American history.9 None of the men takes advantage of Shaw’s (quite fictional) blanket permission 

to go home. But now it was official: blacks and whites were in the same boat. There’s a rousing 

parade through Boston to the cheers of white and black Bostonians, before the 54th ships out to 
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the Georgia coast for operations against Charleston. (Douglass and the abolition poets Longfellow 

and Whittier all turned out to see it.)10  

The regiment’s first taste of war, however, is bitter, as the town of Darien, Georgia, is looted 

and burned to eliminate an enemy source of supply and to show the North’s willingness to 

destroy civilian property. The destruction was carried out mainly by Colonel James Montgomery’s 

2nd South Carolina Volunteers—all freed slaves. (Montgomery, a radical abolitionist and 

Campbellite minister, believed like John Brown that God directed his actions, and he told Shaw 

that slaveowners were to be “swept away by the hand of God, like the Jews of old.”) The 

indiscipline of Montgomery’s 2nd South Carolina shown in the film is truthful, but Montgomery’s 

personal, summary execution of a black soldier is fiction. (A suitably creepy Cliff De Young as 

Montgomery is one of the film’s memorable ingredients.)11 The real Shaw was moved to write to 

his friend Governor Andrew, condemning the destruction as “barbarous”; but under the Articles of 

War, he’d reluctantly followed orders and directed a company of the 54th to take part in the 

seizure of property, though not the burning. In a letter to his wife, Shaw quoted Montgomery as 

telling him, "We are outlawed [by the Confederate Congress], and therefore not bound by the 

rules of regular warfare." To Shaw, however, it was “none the less revolting to wreak our 

vengeance on the innocent and defenceless.” 12 Glory’s Shaw objects to Montgomery’s order as 

“immoral,” but the film regrettably overlooks these even more outspoken condemnations. 

At one point, Freeman as Sergeant-Major Rawlins rebukes Trip’s smart-guy nihilism, in 

sentimental, white populist terms highly unlikely for 1863: “Dying is what these white boys have 

been doing for nigh on three years, dying in their thousands, dying for you!” But the film’s 

depiction of pervasive racism in the Union army reflects the truth—that most Northern soldiers 
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saw themselves as fighting not for abolition but for the Union. Few cared very much whether 

slaves were freed or not, and fewer still would feel comfortable thinking they might die specifically 

to free Negroes from bondage—bondage that was a familiar and legal institution in 1861 in 

fifteen states (including four loyal states) and widely judged to be godly, too. (The verses 

frequently cited were Ephesians 6:5, Colossians 3:22, and 1 Peter 2:18.) Only after the 

Emancipation Proclamation did the federal government aim to end slavery, and for many Union 

soldiers it remained a secondary or irrelevant political goal. The soldiers of the 54th, it might be 

added, were free already. They were not fighting literally for their own freedom (as some 

audiences assume), but for the freedom of relatives and people they’d never met. 

On James Island in Charleston harbor the regiment gets its baptism in a skirmish at 

Grimball’s Landing. Their coolness under fire convinces Shaw that his men are capable of greater 

things, namely the planned assault on the Confederate bastion of Fort Wagner on nearby Morris 

Island. (Melville, in a powerful poem called “The Swamp Angel,” conflated the hoped-for effects on 

Southern morale of a huge, “coal-black” mortar [“with a thick Afric lip”] bombarding Charleston in 

the same campaign with the poetic justice of employing black troops as well as white against the 

oligarchic city, the capital of the slave trade, that fired the first shot of the war.) Built of earth, sand, 

and palmetto logs and with one side defended by the sea, Fort Wagner held 1700 troops and 

more than a dozen heavy guns. As chief guardian of Charleston harbor, the fort—bigger than it 

looks on screen—was in 1863 possibly the “strongest single earthwork in the world.”13 

Shaw now threatens to report his (naturally) corrupt CO (“General Harker”) to the War 

Department unless he allows the 54th to lead the assault on Wagner—a threat that is another 

dramatic fiction: Shaw’s commander, General George Strong, chose the 54th to attack the fort’s 
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south face on July 18 after an eight-hour naval bombardment. Strong’s five white regiments were 

to move against the west wall at the same time.14  

 In a predictable feel-good reversal, Trip has thoroughly overcome his earlier hatred and 

improbably come around to respect Shaw as a man and as an officer, instead of belittling him as a 

“weak white boy” and a “n—-beatin’ swell.” When the Colonel shows up in person the day before 

battle to ask the Private to carry Old Glory into Fort Wagner at his side, they chat like pals. Trip 

declines the honor, however, saying, “I ain’t fightin’ this war for you, sir. …Ain’t nobody gonna 

win….It stinks bad. And we all covered up in it, too. I mean, ain’t nobody clean.” But what’s that 

mean? That nobody won the Civil War? That degradation was its meaning? It sounds like a line 

dreamed up to defend Glory from a charge that it’s “pro-war”—which, in a narrow sense, it is. 

In a sad, painterly scene in the hours before the fight, Shaw, astride a magnificent bay 

horse, gazes out to the Atlantic and its peaceful flocks of wheeling pelicans. Antietam has taught 

him what’s to come when the men of the 54th—the men he will lead—must either prove 

themselves soldiers or, the sole alternative, feed the myth of black incapacity and white, slave-

owning supremacy. Either way, some part of the regiment he has bonded with will die.  

 At the outset of Glory, blacks and whites are sizing each other up, though Shaw is far more 

hopeful than either Trip or Forbes, his own, doubting second in command (Cary Elwes). But by the 

time they move against Fort Wagner, the 54th is welded into an efficient black-and-white 

brotherhood—a symbol of a promised America not yet achieved.  

 Zwick’s well-drilled cast and extras stage a taut evening assault on the fort, the regimental 

ranks advancing in quick time, falling in a relentless hail of shot and shell until further progress 

looks impossible. Rallying them to the charge, Shaw is killed. Trip seizes the flag. The soldiers 
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surge on to the parapet of the rebel redoubt. Yet instead of plucking out victory against the odds 

as every non-Civil War buff expects, the 54th Massachusetts disappears in the thick cloud of a 

murderous fusillade. Blackness floods the screen. The next, shocking, sight is the grimy 

Confederate flag raised in the gray dawn; the camera pans down to a long line of blue-clad 

corpses. Rebel soldiers fling Shaw’s into a mass grave of black bodies. Trip is flung on top of him, 

and there are plenty more to come. The camera lingers on the dead. Fade out. A second hammer 

blow, a title card, tells us that Fort Wagner “was never taken.” Cue credits and the Boys Choir.15 

 Two weeks after the shock of Fort Wagner, Sergeant Albanus Fisher wrote, “I still feel more 

Eager for the struggle than I ever yet have, for I now wish to have Revenge for our galant Curnel.” 

When the rebel commander defied custom by refusing to return Shaw’s body, the young man’s 

father wrote that there was no better place for his son to be buried than with the brave soldiers he 

had led. (Glory misses another chance by omitting these powerful reflections. Oh, well.)16 

Zwick’s film divides its time between senior officers and men in the manner of films like 

Paths of Glory (1957), The Naked and the Dead (1958), Merrill’s Marauders (1962). Like the Nisei 

soldiers of World War II in Robert Pirosh’s Go for Broke! (1951), an earlier film about combat 

service in a segregated army, Zwick’s enlisted men are meant to be representative. That approach, 

unfortunately, can bring them perilously close to being war-movie stereotypes or, worse, 

patronizing ethnic cut-outs (a category pioneered, of course, by Shakespeare’s Celts—Fluellen, 

Macmorris, and Jamy—in Henry V). But first-rate production values and the interest of the mise-

en-scène means that few audiences are likely to notice, and discipline and the soldiers’ sense of 

purpose and eventual élan enable them to pass the moral and physical tests of battle. Glory’s 

characters and most of its social relationships are made believable through a full mobilization of 
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technique, from Oscar-nominee Steven Rosenblum’s editing to location filming and visual 

minutiae. 

 Nineteenth- and twentieth-century intellectuals like Ralph Waldo Emerson, James Russell 

Lowell, Henry Ward Beecher, William James, Booker T. Washington, and W.E.B. Du Bois all wrote or 

spoke about the 54th and Robert Gould Shaw, and black poets Benjamin Brawley and Paul 

Lawrence Dunbar wrote verses in praise of Shaw himself. Zwick’s movie has revived the regiment’s 

fame, and Glory‘s great contribution to popular culture is that it makes it impossible to keep 

envisioning soldiers of the North as exclusively white. 

 The North has an unconscious, rarely noticed counterpart of the South’s Lost Cause myth: 

a bland assumption of emancipatory virtue during the Civil War. Glory reminds us more than once 

that it was a virtue neither unmixed nor evenly distributed, and some of Glory’s staying power (like 

that of the later Free State of Jones and Ride with the Devil) comes from its well-founded 

contrarian picture of the Civil War. Nobody in Glory, for example, is the bewildered, self-doubting 

recruit (played by war hero Audie Murphy) of John Huston’s Red Badge of Courage (1951). 

Nobody is Errol Flynn as a light-hearted, irreverent Custer in They Died with Their Boots On (1941) 

or John Wayne in his iconic persona in John Ford’s The Horse Soldiers (1959). Frederick Douglass 

is on screen, Lincoln is not, and white Union soldiers are sometimes outspokenly racist in a way 

unheard-of in Civil War movies.17 There’s not one Southern belle. The enemy carries the day, and 

the heroes fail—for most audiences, probably the most jarring bit of all.  

Glory could probably not have been made in an earlier Hollywood generation. It would 

have been too “controversial.” It would have irked the unreconstructed in the plush seats. Yet on 

its release, major papers optimistically touted the significance of its mere being, and (as they had 
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for Oliver Stone’s 1986 Platoon) gave the film, cast, and filmmakers coverage rarely accorded a 

motion picture—or any cultural event. Zwick and Jarre had finally explained just whom (singular 

and plural) the monument on Boston Common—guesting behind the end credits—means to 

honor. And why.18  

One more, possibly irrelevant, cultural historical point. The 54th on July 18, 1863, was 

roughly the same size as Tennyson’s Light Brigade at Balaklava nine years before. Each suffered 

heavy casualties—roughly 40%—yet each lacerated organization reached its physical objective 

before it was definitively driven back. Of the Light Brigade—victims of command incompetence—

Tennyson asked, “When can their glory fade”? Part of the discredit into which “glory” declined 

surely comes from the later rejection of that landmark poem, written as an encomium to the 

courage and discipline of the rank and file, but often ridiculed after 1918 as an empty glorification 

of war and the stupidity of the ruling class. 

The Light Brigade gained fame through a Poet Laureate. The 54th and its sister black 

regiments have regained their own through Ed Zwick’s motion picture. Harvard President Charles 

E. Eliot’s dedicatory words, inscribed on the Boston memorial, fairly sum up the significance of the 

story: “Together they gave to the Nation and the World undying proof that Americans of African 

descent possess the pride, courage and devotion of the patriot soldier.”  

There’s not much subtle about Ed Zwick’s Glory, which, given its edifying purpose, may be 

a good thing. A jaundiced critic might set it down fairly as interesting, responsible, and well made. 

But to a less jaundiced eye, Glory—historical fudging aside—is not just a good-looking, thought-

provoking film or one of the most thematically important American war movies. It’s also one of the 

finest movies about Americans. 
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Notes 

1 “Sergeant Rutledge in Debut,” Chicago Defender (May 25, 1960), A-16; “Sergeant Rutledge,” New York Times (May 26, 

1960), 37. 

2 When Horner’s reverent score climaxes at the twilight storming of Confederate Fort Wagner, it calls to mind Prokofiev’s 

“Battle on the Ice” in Eisenstein’s stylized Alexander Nevsky (1938). Few battle scenes have been so aptly enhanced by a 

symphony orchestra. 

3 Re-dedicated on its hundredth anniversary, the high-relief bronze and stone memorial is still one of the country’s most 

impressive monuments of any war. In his best-known poem, “For the Union Dead” (1960), Robert Lowell contrasted the 

ideals of service represented by Shaw and the 54th with the stupid egocentrism he perceived in modern America. For its 

endorsement of solemn public responsibility, says Lowell, the monument “sticks like a fishbone in the city’s throat.” 

4 Russell Duncan, ed., Blue-Eyed Child of Fortune: The Civil War Letters of Colonel Robert Gould Shaw (Athens, Ga.: 

University of Georgia Press, 1999), btw. 34 and 35.  

5 Glory’s picture of Civil War combat is considerably more realistic than that of earlier Civil War films. Of Antietam, Shaw 

wrote to his father, “It seems almost as if nothing could justify a battle like that…and the horrors inseparable from it.” He 

expressed pity for the “young boys and old men among the Rebels” (Duncan, 240-42).  

6 Duncan, 33. 

7 Luis F. Emilio, History of the Fifty-Fourth Regiment of Massachusetts Infantry, 1863-1865 (Boston: Boston Book Co., 1891), 

47-48, et passim. Captain Emilio, the Salem-born son of Spanish immigrants, commanded the regiment temporarily (at the 

age of 19) in the days after Shaw’s death. 

8 Duncan, 20; Emilio, 136-138, et passim. 

9 Junius P. Rodriguez, ed., Slavery in the United States (Santa Barbara: ABC- CLIO, 2007), I, 698. A threat by Lincoln of 

matching reprisals against Confederate prisoners kept the law largely unenforced. 

10 Joseph E. Stevens, 1863: The Rebirth of a Nation (N.Y.: Bantam, 1999), 116.  

11 Emilio, 42, 43-44. Emilio notes that Montgomery ordered an accused deserter shot without trial and “was never taken to 

task for his illegal action,” 48. 

12 Duncan, 342. 

13 Robert T. Teamoh, Sketch of the Life and Death of Col. Robert Gould Shaw (Boston: pvtly. ptd., 1904), 27. 

14 Emilio, 89-90. Brigade and division commanders also took part in battlefield assaults. Colonel Hallowell cited four enlisted 

men of the 54th for “especial merit”; one of these, Sergeant William H. Carney, color-bearer, eventually became the first 

African American to be awarded the Medal of Honor.  

15 Somewhat misleading for the sake of added drama, since two months of siege by artillery and demonstrations against the 

fort finally compelled the South to abandon Wagner on the night of September 6-7. But the point is valid that it was too 

formidable to take by storm, something Shaw’s superiors should probably have realized. The raising of the Confederate flag 

in the final moments of the film consciously evokes the tableau in rebel Sergeant Conrad Chapman’s simple but striking 

1864 oil painting, “Flag of Fort Sumter, October 20, 1863.” 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/44/Conrad_Wise_Chapman_-

_The_Flag_of_Sumter%2C_Oct._20%2C_1863.jpg (accessed June 20, 2021). 

16 Duncan, 54. 

17 A white soldier’s offhand remark comparing hogs and blacks comes straight from a Connecticut soldier’s 1863 letter in Bell 

Irvin Wiley’s The Life of Billy Yank (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1952), 120. 
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18 Fundraising for a monument to Colonel Shaw was first undertaken shortly after the battle of Fort Wagner by members of 

the regiment. A further reason for its principal dedication to Shaw rather than to his soldiers was the 1890s popularity of 

Carlyle’s “great-man theory” of history. It posited that great events resulted from the decisive actions of inspired leaders 

(like Robert Gould Shaw) rather than from cultural or socioeconomic forces or mass movements of “ordinary people.” 

Democracy was advanced in 1982, when the names of the 62 soldiers KIA at Fort Wagner were inscribed.  
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The Victors (1963) 

 

he Second World War,” wrote historian Gordon Wright, “seems to have initiated 

or reinforced trends toward a mood of lawlessness, toward a confusion and 

corruption of values, toward a decline in man’s view of a rational universe. The 

battlefield…was…occupied by civilians and soldiers alike. ....[T]here was a growing sense that 

irrational forces rule man’s fate.”1  

Wright based his gloomy opinion on deeper currents than mere postwar movies. Between 

1945 and the 1960s, while the movies’ patriotic, wartime illustrations of teamwork decreased in 

relevance, Hollywood turned to new military topics, which helped shape the postwar generation’s 

idea of the Second World War. Indeed these topics are few: horrors of the battlefield, suitably 

muted and overcome (Battleground, Sands of Iwo Jima, Halls of Montezuma)—this sort, of course, 

was the most popular; then there was the unfitness of senior officers (Mister Roberts, The Caine 

Mutiny, The Naked and the Dead) and the soldier’s entrapment by circumstance (A Walk in the 

Sun, From Here to Eternity, Merrill’s Marauders). Robert Aldrich’s renegade, unconventional Attack 

(1956) combined all these themes. But most Hollywood war films found ways to emphasize the 

positive. By turning the general ruin and ethical incoherence of World War II into human drama 

rather than ceremonial reassurance, foreign cinema often did better.2  

Human drama, however, is at the heart of Carl Foreman’s often overlooked The Victors 

(1963), through which writer-producer-director Foreman unrolls a tragic panorama of soldiers and 

civilians in Western Europe during World War II. Though it was a “major motion picture” by any 

standard, the essential worth of The Victors has been sadly obscured by poor reviews and 

consequent latter-day neglect.  

“T 
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The Victors’ soldier characters belong to an ever-fluctuating American rifle squad that 

Foreman follows from England to the ruins of Berlin. That unusual three-year chronology 

foreshadows Samuel Fuller’s The Big Red One (1980), which like The Victors features a World War I 

prologue. The format of The Victors, however, is more radically episodic.3  

As a series of unconnected episodes, moreover, The Victors owes much to Roberto 

Rossellini’s Paisan (1946)—perhaps a more technically proficient film, with stronger stories—but 

Foreman works on a broader canvas, and against fashion he pays less attention than Rossellini to 

character than to circumstance. His lack of interest in “developing character” sets The Victors up 

for charges of superficiality—though it is clearly not intended to be a psychological investigation 

any more than it is a rousing adventure. 

Remarkably, and in a distinctive development of Paisan’s maps-and-narrator continuity, 

Foreman punctuates his stand-alone vignettes with period news clips mainly of the frothy, 

lightsome kind, in a move deriving from the “Camera Eye” passages in John Dos Passos’s 1919 

(1932)—the most ambitious American novel of World War I. Except when used as historical 

markers, Foreman’s newsreels focus mostly on a relatively unscathed American home front. The 

newsreels’ role is usually satirical, but the satire is less an immoderate, Sassoon-style indictment of 

presumed civilian complacency as it is a slam at the wartime media’s failure to adequately convey 

the war’s suffering. This indictment Foreman brings superbly with his stacked deck of news clips. 

The tension between upbeat newsreel “reality” and glum dramatic fiction says “Here is what you 

were shown, but this is what was happening. And battle wasn’t the whole story.” 

By the time he undertook The Victors, Foreman was already noted in Hollywood as a 

proficient screenwriter. During the war he had served in the Signal Corps’s Army Pictorial Service 
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under director Frank Capra and had contributed to the informational Why We Fight series and 

other films. Among other credits, Foreman was the writer of High Noon (1952) and the veterans’ 

drama The Men (1950), adapter of Arthur Laurents’s Home of the Brave (1949)—a racial drama of 

psychological trauma in war—adapter of Alistair Maclean’s The Guns of Navarone (1961), and 

adapter (and co-writer) of Pierre Boule’s The Bridge on the River Kwai (1957). Foreman finally won 

an Oscar for River Kwai, but the award was delayed more than twenty-five years for the same 

reason he’d emigrated to England to open his own studio, High Road Productions: the stigma of 

the Hollywood McCarthyite blacklist. Shortly before the release of High Noon, Foreman had 

admitted to the House Un-American Activities Committee that he’d been a member of the 

American Communist Party during the Depression but soon left, disillusioned. He refused to name 

any of his associates.  

Unlike earlier industry products, The Victors was a unique, iconoclastic assault on 

Hollywood’s required revisionism of the lived experience of World War II. It was, of course, 

implicitly antiwar, “the most massive cinematic attack ever launched against war,” said Life 

magazine.4 Its pacifist sentiments were mostly ahead of their time in the postwar era. Though the 

nuclear wake-up call On the Beach had appeared in 1959, the three years following The Victors 

would see the screening of the highly disturbing, likewise nuclear, Fail-Safe, Dr. Strangelove, The 

Bedford Incident, and The War Game. The poor reviews of The Victors, moreover, came despite its 

hefty budget, European locales, and starry international cast: George Peppard (Breakfast at 

Tiffany’s), Eli Wallach (The Magnificent Seven), Jeanne Moreau (Jules and Jim), and Melina 

Mercouri (Never on Sunday) were the standouts. Most of America’s big-name reviewers chose 

perversely to judge The Victors by the inapplicable standards of crowd-pleasing epics like Battle 
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Cry (1955) and The Great Escape (1963), and the acid of their sarcasm was sometimes startling, 

even from film reviewers. Yet a canonical place for The Victors among American war movies 

should be assured: for many familiar with the actualities of World War II—whose death camps and 

atom bombs gave more cause for universal pessimism than even the grittiest film representations 

of combat—The Victors is more “realistic”—less dedicated to escapism—than other war movies of 

its time. In presenting the war years as a vortex of dislocation, frustration, violence, moral rot, and 

deception, it is also more courageous—a word conspicuously absent from any review. 

Major motion pictures need to make a profit, so Hollywood gives the customers what they 

want. Until recently, therefore, the American film industry would play down the dead-end terror 

and pity of World War II, as though the justice of the Allied cause somehow meant that being 

there wasn’t quite so bad. Even jolting products of the post-Victors generation, like Spielberg’s 

Saving Private Ryan (1998) and his Holocaust-based Schindler’s List (1993), imply a psychic 

offsetting of others’ suffering through watching, in a theater, scenes of heroism. Cinema’s 

customary position has been that wartime suffering is mitigated by wartime success. Most war 

movies from the ’40s onward imply, like the Iliad, that the noblest role models emerge from war. 

When a pair of scholars evaluated the genre on National Public Radio, one suggested that “The 

best World War II movies make us feel good about being Americans.” People want to see “why we 

fight, how we fight, and how we kick ass.”5 That belief, and the continual promotion of personal 

heroism against the odds as war’s silver lining, goes a long way to explain the critical neglect of 

The Victors, which is the antithesis of every American feel-good movie about World War II.  

For The Victors, Foreman Americanized British Army veteran Alexander Baron’s often 

inspired story collection, The Human Kind.6 As prime mover behind The Victors, Foreman in 1963 
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was working in the shadow of the greatest feel-good war film of them all, producer Darryl 

Zanuck’s 1962 Fox extravaganza, The Longest Day. In Zanuck’s $7.75 million, pre-CGI blockbuster, 

a cast of thousands, arrayed as four Allied armies, fleets of ships, and an armada of warplanes, 

drives the Wehrmacht from the Normandy beaches. Though the film’s three directors frequently 

cut to British, French, and German perspectives, American superstars like Henry Fonda, Robert 

Ryan, Robert Mitchum, and John Wayne steal the show from a cast of nearly forty more 

internationally known actors and crooners, most of whom are lucky to get three minutes on 

screen. After an exciting, semi-kaleidoscopic air, land, and sea operation, the battle for the 

beaches ends before dinnertime in victory over Nazis and a tacit endorsement of the just-world 

fallacy: we deserved to win, so we won. There’s an idle, perfunctory antiwar coda (FLIGHT OFFICER 

DAVID CAMPBELL [Richard Burton]: “He’s dead. I’m crippled. You’re lost. Do you suppose it’s always 

like that? I mean war”), but young folk everywhere went home thinking that after D-Day, the war in 

Europe must have been a cakewalk for the more numerous, braver, tougher, smarter Americans 

and their friends. Operational success in The Longest Day means the flat-out triumph of virtue.  

 So, as fascinating and occasionally inspiring as Zanuck’s monument to the Allies may be, 

it’s easy to sympathize with Carl Foreman’s radically corrective intentions. The Victors displays the 

shadow side of The Longest Day‘s encouraging optimism and sometimes forced humor. Nor is The 

Victors about winning or kicking ass. It’s about that corruption of values, that mood of lawlessness, 

that irrationality and lack of restraint in wartime that Gordon Wright observed. It’s about World 

War II not as a good win for civilization but as the century’s gravest, most encompassing tragedy, 

which, of course, it was as well, with blame to be variously distributed. Perhaps that’s another 

reason for the film’s stream of negative reviews: in the face of total war, one is expected to 

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000009/?ref_=tt_trv_qu
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000009/?ref_=tt_trv_qu
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accentuate the positive.  

 As The Longest Day was unprecedented in the scope of its re-enactment, The Victors 

probably remains unmatched in the level of its antiwar ambitions. Foreman’s dark, angry 

counternarrative meets head-on the fact, rarely acknowledged in older war films, that not only do 

the innocent suffer—the goodhearted become corrupt, predators thrive, and cruelty rises to the 

top. Somehow, though, amid the general debilitation of virtue, islands of decent humanity manage 

to survive.  

The Victors thematic ambition is matched by the intensity of its feelings. Foreman’s focus 

on emotion in place of action or psychology (as in Home of the Brave or The Guns of Navarone) 

opens him, unfortunately, to charges of sentimentalism and contrivance, and he sometimes strays 

into the tripartite trap that Paul Fussell years later warned antiwar poets to shun: easy irony, easy 

sentiment, easy outrage.7 Irony, sentiment, and outrage are natural staples of pacifist art. But 

“easy” as they may be, irony and outrage did not often feature in a Hollywood film; and sentiment, 

while nearly universal, was not often so intimately attached to shocking or disquieting events of 

the kind that make up The Victors. 

In another daring move, The Victors has no focusing “hero”—in fact, there’s barely a 

protagonist: that would be Private Trower (George Hamilton), whose “character arc,” such as it is, 

takes him from naïve youthfulness to a bitter maturity. In The Victors, everybody is expendable. 

Characters who loom large in one or two vignettes disappear without explanation or comment. 

We can easily gather what’s happened to the missing characters: death, wounds, capture, transfer. 

Foreman’s stark, on-location realism is well served by his ensemble cast and his scrapbook 

structure.  
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Negative reaction to The Victors was surprisingly sharp and is worth looking at even before 

examining the film itself. Its keynote detractor was Bosley Crowther of the New York Times, who 

judged The Victors as “specious, sentimental, and false to the norm of soldier nature and the 

realities of war.”8 You’d think he was speaking of the typical laundered, heroic, thematically vapid 

B-level combat film—like Fighter Squadron (1945) or Beachhead (1954) or Screaming Eagles 

(1956).9 It’s hardly a secret that, barring achievements like Henry King’s Twelve O’clock High and 

Kubrick’s Paths of Glory, the formula for major military box-office had always mixed the 

deceptively appealing (“specious”), the predictably sad (“sentimental”), and the thoroughly dry-

cleaned (“false to the norm of soldier nature and the realities of war”). Taking up the cry of dreck, 

Andrew Sarris, in the Village Voice, found The Victors to be “so destitute of merit as to qualify for 

emergency critical pity.” Novelist Joan Didion wrote, “Its shoddiness runs deep.” The editor of the 

Valley Times of North Hollywood called The Victors the “most evil, blatant piece of Anti-American, 

un-Christian, immoral propaganda we have ever seen.” Stanley Kaufmann in the New Republic 

summed it up as “intellectually retarded.” 10 

Seriously? Because if some critics found The Victors impossible to countenance, ordinary 

filmgoers have posted their unusually deep appreciation, sometimes decades later, at the 

International Movie Database site and among the Amazon.com reviews. And not every 

professional review was dismissive. Variety commented on Foreman’s “great film-making skill.” 

Arthur Knight in the Saturday Review found The Victors “stark and uncompromising,” with every 

element “carefully controlled until its final impact is both clean and, despite the disparate 

episodes, monolithic.” Judith Crist saw amid unspecified ploys and bromides (and incidentally 

“excellent” and “outstanding” work by Wallach and Peppard) “beautifully photographed 
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sequences, biting moments and bits of fine drama” along with a script that displayed a “master’s 

touch”—characteristics not often detected in old war movies.11 

The Victors—more conscious of history than most war movies—opens abruptly with Lewis 

Milestone’s celebrated tracking shot of a French attack on German trenches in All Quiet on the 

Western Front, ending with a pair of severed hands vainly gripping a strand of barbed wire. (Now 

that’s an homage: it sets the historical, cinematic, and political context of everything to come.) In 

quick succession soldiers and civilians in documentary stills celebrate Armistice Day, 1918, 

followed by photos of Wilson at Versailles, manic images of Hitler, and film of diving Stukas, 

fleeing civilians, explosions, hands reaching to heaven (as in Picasso’s “Guernica”), buildings 

crumbling into clouds of dust. Here, even before the opening credits, is a widely accepted 

interpretation of history rarely alluded to in movies: the Second World War was an extension and 

intensification of the First, of which it was a seemingly inexorable sequel. The sense of relief and 

gratitude imparted by the 1918 victory, says The Victors, was hollow (a view that became more 

prevalent after 1933), and war returned to Europe chiefly through the purpose of just one man—

Hitler—who had learned nothing from being gassed and temporarily blinded in World War I.  

Insistent march music (maliciously composed by Sol Kaplan) calls to mind Maurice Jarre’s 

jaunty score for The Longest Day as archival images of marching legions roll beside the credits. In 

an unusual internationalist gesture, the marching men are all the principal Allies, not just citizen-

soldiers of the United States. There are Americans (and African Americans), British, Australians, 

Canadians, French, post-Mussolini Italians, Soviets (another surprise, and lots of ’em). Not even 

The Longest Day recognized so many allies of the United States. But Foreman asks, implicitly, what 

have they won? The most obvious prize is at the far end of the movie, the bombed-out desert of 
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Berlin: common property and responsibility of Allies and Axis.  

In a prefatory vignette, two GI’s, Privates Chase (Peppard) and Trower, stand guard at an 

army depot in England underneath a German air raid. Baron’s ruminative story (“The Sentry”) 

implies that courage can arise from discipline, connectedness, and sheer fatalism. The sentries 

exchange amused glances but don’t move. When a bomb comes whistling, they finally dive for 

cover into their dugout and emerge unhurt to take up their posts again. As bombs keep falling, 

they catch sight of an English policeman confidently walking his beat. He waves and walks on 

amid the chaos. (“The firm tread of life could not be halted,” says Baron in his story.12) 

Jump-cut now to news film of FDR promising “the youth of the free world” that they would 

not fight in vain (“We will not let you down”), then to the Radio City Rockettes visiting Quantico 

(“It’s great to be a Marine!”), then to images of fighting in Sicily. Like many of Foreman’s cuts, it’s 

all abrupt and disorienting. Cinematographer Christopher Challis’s shaky-cam images—like Gilbert 

Taylor’s in the attack on Burpelson AFB in Dr. Strangelove, released some weeks after) merge 

impeccably with War Department footage as Foreman’s fictional squad of soldiers moves through 

rubble and winds up posing exhausted at a village fountain. Two equally exhausted German 

prisoners glare at Challis’s hand-held camera as an announcer triumphantly ends the newsreel by 

cheerfully identifying the miserable Germans as “the vanquished” and the similarly miserable GI’s 

as the “victors.”13  

If, as they say, truth is war’s first casualty, moral clarity isn’t far behind. Consider one early 

episode in the context of the still-conservative ’60s. Private Baker (Vince Edwards) has a platonic 

relationship with Maria (Rosanna Schiaffino) whose Sicilian husband may still be fighting the 

Americans (if he’s alive). A rape by a German soldier has produced a child—and Maria’s ostracism 
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by the self-righteous people who live on her street. But she and the neighbors likewise flee 

superstitiously from a tipsy Sikh soldier for carrying the “evil eye.” Piled on too thick? That’s a 

matter of taste. The sequence works, however, by its concentration of moral issues—which, if less 

interesting today, were powerfully apparent in the conformist atmosphere of the times. The 

movie’s condemnation of the “othering” (in today’s jargon) of the thrice victimized woman, of her 

child, of the dark-skinned Sikh, and, theoretically, of the eventual adultery between the long-

faithful Maria and the combat-weary Baker was, in 1963, a breakthrough for liberal values in an 

American war film. Foreman shows just how disordered, by middle-class standards, the world has 

become. 

Crist found several unparticularized episodes of The Victors to be “searing and soul-

shattering.” In one of the most memorable, Trower and Chase, after months of on and off combat, 

visit a bar and meet Régine (Romy Schneider), a beautiful and demure young woman who 

provides entertainment by playing classical pieces like Dvorak’s “Humoresque” on the violin. Not 

many of the rowdy patrons notice her, but Trower is smitten. They have a drink. In the middle of 

their conversation, charming sociopath Eldridge (Michael Callan) intrudes; he departs with a 

friendly wisecrack when Chase remonstrates with him. Regine’s family has been taken by the 

Nazis, and she has little money. Days later, Trower returns to find Eldridge and Régine, no longer 

demure, decked with baubles, laughing and drinking together. She ignores him. But everything’s 

fine, Eldridge tells Trower. He is now Régine’s pimp, and she’s more than available. Before the 

audience can fully absorb this, Foreman cuts to an unrelated newsreel in one of those disorienting 

jumps that immeasurably enhance Foreman’s kaleidoscopic technique. 

French actress Jeanne Moreau, probably the most noteworthy cast member of the day, 
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plays a wealthy and educated Frenchwoman, whose husband had been taken away and shot by 

the Germans. Her lavish second home in a Norman town has been damaged by bombs—American 

bombs. One evening Sergeant Craig (Wallach) drives up with orders to secure a company field 

headquarters. He finds the unnamed woman unkempt, distraught, and distracted, but she shows 

Craig the damaged premises, which he determines will suffice. She is hungry from hiding in the 

cold cellar for a day without food (“But the worst of it was the rats. It’s odd. I never dreamed there 

were rats in this house.”) Craig offers to share a box of rations. He and she once lived in different 

worlds: she quotes poems of Paul Valéry, especially the comfortless line (from “L’Ébouche d’un 

Serpent”), “The universe is a flaw in the purity of non-being.” Prompted by her leading question, 

Craig asks if he can stay till morning, promising not to “bother” her: “I mean, you wouldn’t have to 

be scared or anything.” Bombing and shelling start up again during the night, and the widow, 

terrified, pleads with the exhausted and unwashed Craig to come into his bed to be near another 

human being. Craig, a rough-hewn blue-collar type who finds her poetic allusions 

incomprehensible and has shown no sexual interest in her at all, seems uncertain as he holds her 

while she shivers and weeps. Next morning his arm lies chastely over her. She wakes to see his 

wife’s name tattooed on his arm, murmurs her husband’s name and goes back to sleep.  

Movie mores have changed so greatly since the early ’60s that this episode may now seem 

vacuous, but it embarrassed some reviewers, who regarded it as mere (and more) sensationalism, 

a cheap excuse to get people into bed. The point, though, lies in the woman’s once unimaginable 

condition. That her professionally successful husband would work for the French Resistance and 

would then be executed by an invading German army are facts never to have been predicted in 

peacetime a few years earlier. Their home, moreover, with its costly furnishings, library, paintings, 
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and minor works of art, has been inadvertently wrecked by the Americans, the supposed saviors of 

the French. The woman’s life is destroyed, she’s alone, she’s the only civilian left in town. We never 

learn her name. Her education, her wealth, and notably her sensitivity to art and poetry are 

useless. Her sanity is teetering. Her only solace is being in bed with a bewildered and incongruous 

stranger. She will wake to the same despair—condemned by a mere chance flaw in the purity of 

non-being. (“How bad can war be,” sneered Andrew Sarris in the Village Voice, “when it enables 

[an] American dogface…to crawl into the sack with such continental booty as…Jeanne Moreau?”14 

Pretty bad, considering.) 

The Victors was pulled from circulation for a sudden post-release cutting within days after 

it reached theaters. The 175-minute run-time was presumably too much for audiences unready for 

Foreman’s gloomy take on a won war whose emotional territory appeared to have been staked 

out for all time by Darryl Zanuck. A half hour was excised to make the film less unwieldy. The 

Motion Picture Production Code and the National Legion of Decency, moreover, would not allow a 

primally disturbing episode with young Joël Flateau as a French orphan, “Jean-Pierre,” who had 

been conditioned by circumstance to beg food and shelter from the soldiery of various nations in 

return for willing sexual services; the war has also instilled in him a love of militarism and an 

unhealthy fascination with corpses. Trower and Chase are appalled at this level of depravity. As 

they try to return him unwillingly to his war-ravaged village, the boy escapes, running wildly and 

unharmed through a minefield. The subject matter of this segment, for all its transparently good 

intentions, is still explosive and repellent, and its deletion helped Columbia, the distributor, to 

reduce the film to a more manageable 146 minutes. To make it more disturbing still, though Jean-

Pierre wears an oversized Wehrmacht cap and jacket, he otherwise resembles the wholesome war-
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orphan Dondi in Gus Edson and Irwin Hasen’s comic strip of the ’50s and ’60s. Jean-Pierre is both 

a victim of war and an imp-like embodiment of it. (In Baron’s words, “Any kind of morality was as 

incomprehensible to him as to a young animal.”15)  

One slight episode about a piano bit the dust, and another in which Craig gave food to a 

hungry old woman, as well as some further news footage and a nude moment with Elke Sommer, 

said to have been included by Foreman as a bargaining chip against more damaging demands. 

(Obviously it wasn’t enough.) One of the worst things about the missing minutes is that their 

absence accelerates the chronology in the middle of the film and gives the impression that a 

concentration camp breakout comes too early in the war. But it’s a minor wrinkle in a mostly 

excellent fabric.16 

A very impressive sequence most often commented on for being shamelessly manipulative, 

derivative, and shocking is undoubtedly the Christmastime execution by firing squad of an 

American deserter who is tied blindfold to a stake in the middle of a snowy field. The squad’s truck 

ride to the place of execution, to be ceremonial witnesses, is beautifully directed and without 

explanation till Craig reads out the order. The pace of the film slows down to nearly real time as 

the witnesses assemble in a hollow square and the victim is brought out. The shouted orders, click 

of rifle bolts, and sound of the volley—the whole scene filmed with a telephoto lens—have a 

crystal clarity. 

Anyone recalling the firing squad in Kubrick’s Paths of Glory may see the execution scene 

in The Victors as a mere reprise. But this is an American firing squad in the U.S. army, not a French 

one in the French army, which adds an unsettling element for an American audience. The images 

are stunning, and for many, the concept must have been nearly inconceivable. But in truth, on 
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January 31, 1945, Private Edward D. Slovik of Detroit, Michigan, became the only American soldier 

executed for simple desertion since the Civil War. His case was publicized in the 1950s by 

journalist William Bradford Huie, who reported that American courts-martial had apprehended, 

convicted, and sentenced no fewer than 21,000 soldiers for desertion during World War II, 

including forty-nine men who were condemned to death (an indication of the Pentagon’s 

reluctance to pass the death sentence on deserters not guilty of additional crimes). But Slovik’s 

sentence—passed largely because he had deserted repeatedly and rashly promised to do so 

again—was the only one carried out. And like many things in war, the fact of the execution was 

suppressed.17 Foreman’s handling of the scene, without dialogue, fills some viewers with pity, and 

others with horror at the inexorable working of a vast military machine turned against a single 

individual. Even Bosley Crowther was impressed, finding the segment “stark and sobering.” 

Questions raised by the images of execution might have flooded the mind of any early ‘60s 

habitué of war movies, the younger the better. Would any American soldier desert in World War II, 

the “Good War” against Hitler? Would the Army really execute someone practically on Christmas 

Eve? Good question, but the sequence is cinematically powerful as 1944’s “Have Yourself a Merry 

Little Christmas” is sung on the soundtrack by the era’s favorite vocalist, Frank Sinatra. The 

helpless, targeted G.I. embodies every soldier killed one way or another on every Christmas Eve (or 

any other time) in World War II. On screen the shocking death makes a mockery of the ensuing, 

exultant choir breaking into “Hark the Herald Angels Sing,” played here like a celebration of 

justice. The ironic matchup of sentimental and inspirational music with a shocking event is, of 

course, now a cliché. It wasn’t in 1963.  

The execution itself caps a sequence of news clips that effectively subordinates the Battle 
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of the Bulge to a GI snowball fight. After so much fluff, the out-of-control belly landing of a P-47 

in falling snow on an icy runway is nearly as shocking as the execution. We're used to seeing 

American planes either taking off, neatly formed up, peeling off gracefully, or flashing across the 

screen. This, moreover, isn’t just a skid: the plane is wheels-up and full tilt. It crashes hard into 

another, parked plane, nearly knocking down several GI bystanders. The image conveys the 

vulnerability of both people and big machines, in the midst of a visibly hostile nature. It says more 

about conditions in Belgium than the whole of The Battle of the Bulge (1965) and calls to mind the 

heartbreaking footage of carrier pilots in the Pacific crash-landing their crippled planes, 

sometimes disastrously, in Isaac Kleinerman’s documentary Victory at Sea (1955).  

The “theater” showing the newsreel wishes the audience a “MERRY CHRISTMAS and a 

HAPPY 1945,” followed by an invitation to follow the bouncing ball to sing “Jingle Bells”—as we 

watch trucks carrying Foreman’s squad to what turns out to be the deserter’s execution. 

 FDR, Churchill, and Stalin appear in a clip from Yalta. Roosevelt tells America, “Never before 

have the major Allies been more closely united….We can begin to build, under God, a better 

world.” This optimism is eventually questioned by the searing explosion of the atom bomb, a 

familiar documentary image, but made more startling and astonishing for lack of buildup or 

foreshadowing. For a second we think, “What is this? What has it to do with these characters?” But 

we know the answers: no cataclysmic invasion of Japan, but an unpromising future under a nuclear 

sword of Damocles. The “better world” that we eventually see in The Victors is postwar rubble and 

an East-West showdown in miniature.18 

 Then there’s the new replacement, Weaver (a very young Peter Fonda), who arrives with a 

little dog he’s befriended. Weaver is disdained by the squad for coming to the war “three years 
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late,” and the surly Private Grogan (James Mitchum) doesn’t want the dog in the tent. Weaver 

won’t give up the dog, even when Trower, now a sergeant, tells him that dogs have to be shot 

when the company moves out, “or else they’ll starve to death.” The dog chases the truck departing 

with Weaver, and Grogan shoots it as a show of marksmanship. He tells someone, “It takes a 

soldier to do that.” For some audiences, The Victors contains no more offensive or unnerving 

incident. It serves, however, to illustrate some larger concerns. One is the jaundiced eye with which 

combat veterans gaze on replacements. Another is the nature of the shooting. On the one hand, 

it’s been explained as a cruel necessity; but on the other, the details—killing the dog on a bet for 

sport—is simply an expression of sadism, partly directed at the annoying Weaver. In no other 

circumstance would Grogan have gotten away with it, but the soldiers are too miserable and 

demoralized to say or do anything. And though Foreman doesn’t make it explicit, Grogan, 

depraved as he may be, has long been an integral and reliable member of the team. Nobody’s 

going to rock the boat by challenging him—especially for doing something necessary—and 

especially not Weaver.  

Late in the film, Chase is on hospital leave in England, waiting in the rain for a bus that 

never comes. A middle-aged man spots his crutches and tells him the next bus won’t arrive for 

hours. He invites Chase to his modest home a few yards away for a cup of tea. Chase obliges, 

enjoying the family’s hospitality and the warmth of the fire. He falls asleep in an easy chair, but his 

host wakes him in time to catch his bus. On the bus, Chase smiles to discover the family has put a 

ten-shilling note in his pocket.  

But the humanity of the moment and the intrusion of normal life is soon grotesquely 

shattered. Chase is on his way back to the hospital at Blanton with a bottle of wine for Sergeant 
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Craig. When he arrives, he discovers that much of Craig’s face has been shot off. This too is one of 

the movie’s most shocking scenes. 

Foreman told a journalist at the start of production in 1962, “The Victors is dedicated to the 

proposition that we lost the war.”19 It was an inexplicable statement for the vast majority of 

Americans more concerned with everyday problems than with moral decline nearly twenty years 

before. A worse impediment to critical appreciation was undoubtedly the distributor’s style of 

promotion. Ads from Columbia Pictures promised “The six most exciting women in the world… in 

the most explosive entertainment ever made!" and played up the movie like “Peyton Place: WW2,” 

with stills of passionate embraces and naughty quotes like “German girls are the best, yes?” and 

“You need a woman!” “Amid the fury and flames of war,” read a second ad, “…these are the 

women who opened their arms to the victors!”20 Hot stuff, especially in contrast with Foreman’s 

comment, just before The Victors premiered at the San Francisco Film Festival, that his theme was 

that “War, any war, big or little, just or unjust, degrades the victors equally with the vanquished.”21 

It was a familiar theme but largely foreign to the American screen. Foreman detests war, and he 

detests the dry-cleaning and bowdlerizing of war in the news media and the glamorizing of it by 

the film industry. Many of the severest criticisms of the film stem from the apparently 

unfashionable depth of his feelings and the occasional directness with which he expressed them. 

Foreman is a pessimist, but he is neither a complete cynic nor a nihilist. The decency he finds in 

some people is, in wartime, all that makes life bearable. Foreman probably deserved a special 

Oscar in 1963 for dedication to a motion picture. 

The sensational ads got one thing right. More than any predecessor, The Victors talks 

about sex in wartime, and six of its stories more or less revolve around it. In spite of the ads, it’s 
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rarely pretty and never rewarding. The genuine affection between Baker and Maria is doomed 

from the start. Then there’s the case of Jean-Pierre; of Sergeant Craig and the French widow; of 

Trower, Eldridge, and Régine; of Chase and Polish expat and super-survivor Magda (Mercouri, in a 

typically wicked performance), whose sexuality nearly lures him into the thriving black market as 

her bagman (as prostitution flourishes and civilians line up for bread), and finally, in what’s left of 

Berlin, of Trower (now a staff sergeant) and Helga (Elke Sommer) and her sister Trudi (Senta Berger 

in a perfect turn), a Russian officer’s mistress. The two young women are undisguised 

opportunists. Helga talks almost nonchalantly of having been raped by Russian soldiers in a way 

that makes Trower wonder if it’s true. (History suggests it is; Foreman’s poor tact in this exchange 

may be his worst misstep.) A photo of two Wehrmacht officers, draped in black crape, stands on 

the mantelpiece. By the end of the evening, Trower is angry and disgusted with both women, their 

parents, and himself. One more irritant is that Helga and her obsequious parents live in an 

apartment, provided by Trudi’s Russian officer, once belonging to a now-deported Jewish family. 

(Foreman conveys the information wordlessly through a blank, mezuzah-shaped rectangle on the 

jamb of the front door.) Walking alone back to barracks through the ruins in the wee hours, 

Trower encounters a drunken Russian NCO blocking his way. The result seems nearly inevitable. 

The dearth of combat in The Victors skirts Truffaut’s dictum that scenes of battle will turn 

any antiwar movie into a prowar endorsement, and by dropping all heroic action Foreman 

eliminates the spectacle that war movies are notorious for. In place of combat action, we see a 

Graves Registration squad loading American corpses into a truck as flies buzz audibly, and later 

the elaborate, intentional killing of surrendering Germans by Free French troops. The film’s only 

“spectacle” is in the pacifistic images of the firing squad and two corpses in devastated Berlin.  
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The frankly pacifist movies of the First World War, All Quiet and Grand Illusion (1937), 

condemn as unjustified the war they depict. Paths of Glory indicts the cynicism, expediency, and 

careerism of commanders. Nothing in The Victors, however, suggests that the war against Hitler 

lacked justification: the images before the opening credits say the opposite. The foregrounding of 

suffering against a backdrop of historical necessity makes The Victors a bleaker film than its 

antiwar predecessors. The Victors doesn’t discount the human price of the war against Hitler as 

unjust or unnecessary (the concentration camp sequence proves otherwise). Nor does it claim, as 

some reviewers seemed to think, that American soldiers were louts and criminals (though one 

stunning episode shows three drunken racists on a “coon hunt” for black GIs). It presents, rather, 

the costs of war as part of a process of disaster, set in motion a generation earlier, that drew, like 

all wars, on deeply flawed human nature. The Second World War changed lives and ended lives. It 

killed, scarred, and demoralized men, women, and children. It promoted cruelty and indifference. It 

finally eventuated, through sheer, amoral forces of history, in a world of greater danger and no 

less madness. Yet in small, perhaps inadequate, ways, flashes of human decency survived.  

Both Baron and Foreman emphasize the human need for individual and group 

attachments. Sometimes their characters find them, sometimes they find the opposite. 

The Victors is arguably America’s first art film about World War II. (It’s hard to find a 

successor until Terence Malick’s The Thin Red Line in 1998). Its weaknesses take nothing from that 

status as it builds in increments, block by block. The bad experiences of the characters make no 

difference in the scheme of things, even as they devastate the individuals involved. Futility and 

corruption are the dominant mood, as Foreman gazes on the war in Europe with a mixture of 

horror and compassion. The Victors elicits by suggestion that sense of disillusionment, of physical 
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and emotional exhaustion, fatality, and indeed dread of the future that the military and civilian 

experience of World War II might combine to instill. Its preoccupation with moral complexity 

makes it a standout among Hollywood war films. 

 The Victors carries a unique sub-thesis: that the moral horrors of the Second World War, 

habitually belied by Hollywood, are a truer legacy of than nationalist pride in victory. And The 

Victors isn’t just an antiwar movie: it’s a movie against adventure “war movies,” and part of its 

agenda is the destruction of the genre. Unlike earlier antiwar films, The Victors takes aim squarely 

at media’s entrenched methods of representing modern conflict. Sixty years after its release, The 

Victors remains one of the most significant and consistently compelling films about modern war. 

Foreman ends, as he began, with an allusion to 1918. In this case, with the words of the 

English poet Wilfred Owen—a cliché to some but a revelation to others: 

 

My subject is War, and the pity of War…. 

All a poet can do today is warn... 

—Wilfred Owen (born March 18, 1893; killed in France, November 4, 1918.)22 
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